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Abstract
In this work, a highly efficient and robust partitioned aeroelastic approach, called the Oneshot method, is developed for the solution of dynamic aeroelastic problems in a novel way.
Based on the state-of-art harmonic balance solution technique, the One-shot method features
multiple prominent advantages. First, this novel approach resolves both of the fluid and
structure fields by integrating respective harmonic-balance forms of governing equations in
pseudo-time, and variables of both fields are converged simultaneously in one run of the
solver. This eliminates the need to sweep over aeroelastic parameters which is necessary
in traditional frequency-domain methods, and significantly reduces the cost of aeroelastic
analyses.

Second, the computational cost becomes independent of the number of the

structural modes retained in the analysis which offers substantial computational efficiency
over traditional aeroelastic solution techniques. Third, the solution of two fields (fluid and
structure) do not need to be time-synchronized unlike what is required in traditional timeaccurate approaches. This allows each field to use respective optimal physical time steps
(different number of harmonics), different (optimal) pseudo-time steps, as well as different
integration techniques (explicit or implicit) to achieve the fastest convergence rates. Last
but not least, the One-shot method is flexible in the sense that either the flow field variable
(velocity) or the structural variable (amplitude of vibration) can be taken as the input,
which enables the One-shot method to predict unstable limit-cycle-oscillations as well as
flutter boundary. The One-shot method has been validated and verified on various two- and
three-dimensional benchmark aeroelastic systems of different number of degrees-of-freedom
in different flow regimes, offering a promising tool to the field of dynamic aeroelasticity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation1

In aerodynamics related engineering, the aeroelasticity has played an important role for a
long time. In simple terms, aeroelasticity is the study of the complex interaction between
unsteady aerodynamic forces and elastic bodies, in which the aerodynamic forces depend
critically on the attitude of the body relative to the flow. Since 1940’s, the aeroelasticity has
been a routine and indispensable part of engineering to ensure the success and reliability of
designs, especially for aero-flight vehicles [138, 47, 14, 31]. At present, it is still an on-going
research field at the forefront.
The relationships between problems involved in aeroelasticity are well illustrated by the
famous Collar’s triangle [22] depicted in Figure 1.1. The study of aeroelasticity could be
broadly classified into two fields: static aeroelasticity, which mainly consists of aerodynamic
forces and structural elastic forces, dealing with static response of an elastic body to fluid
flow, such as load redistribution, divergence and control reversal; and dynamic aeroelasticity,
which also includes the inertia forces of structures, dealing with the elastic bodies’ dynamic
(typically vibrational) response, such as buffeting and flutter.
1

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in AIAA Journal 56 (8), 3138-3152 titled
“Improved One-Shot Approach for Modeling Viscous Transonic Limit Cycle Oscillations” (2018), and also in
an earlier version as AIAA Paper 2018-0460 titled “An Improved One-Shot Approach for Modeling Viscous
Transonic Limit Cycle Oscillations” (2018). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author
was the primary investigator and author of these two papers. Copyrights of both versions are held by Hang
Li and Kivanc Ekici.
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Figure 1.1: The Collar’s triangle that illustrating relationships of problems involved in
aeroelasticity [22].
In general, static aeroelastic problems involve no vibrational responses and solving those
problems requires only a steady flow solver. Therefore, static aeroelastic problems are
relatively easier to solve and their solution methods have been well established. However,
this is not the case for dynamic aeroelastic problems, in which the nonlinearities existing
in both flow (e.g. shock motions in transonic flow and flow separation) and structure (e.g.
strain displacement and dry friction) fields play an important role that make the problem
much more complex [37]. In this work, two common dynamic aeroelastic phenomena: the
flutter onset and the limit cycle oscillations (LCO), are studied.
Generally, the flutter onset and LCO are two phases of the same phenomenon, and LCO
occurs along with the flutter onset when the amplitudes of the self-sustained oscillations
reach a stable amplitude. Physically, the flutter onset is a stability problem in which the
amplitude of self-excited vibration is small and only the modes of vibration are of interest.
In contrast, the LCO is a response problem for which amplitudes of vibration need to be
determined [47]. This finite deformation necessitates the modeling of nonlinear aerodynamic
effects. Figure 1.2 below depicts two basic types of LCO response resulting from different
nonlinear effects. Arrows in the figure highlight the progression of the LCO as a function
of reduced velocity, Ṽ . Typically, once flutter onset is reached, any increase in the reduced
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(a) Benign LCO behavior.

(b) Explosive LCO behavior.

Figure 1.2: Schematic of different LCO responses [37, 156].
velocity (or flight speed) may result in finite amplitude oscillations assuming that they are
physically possible. In the case of a benign LCO, self-excited oscillations are attenuated due
to nonlinear effects and the LCO behavior is stable. Gradual increase in the reduced velocity
will result in a gradual increase in the amplitude of vibration and the Ṽ vs. amplitude plot
will curve to the right. Generally, this trend is reversible, i.e., if the reduced velocity (or
the flight speed) is decreased the amplitude response will follow the reverse path without a
hysteresis. The other possible LCO response is the explosive behavior due to nonlinearities
having a detrimental effect. In such cases, any slight increase in the reduced velocity (or
flight speed) beyond the flutter onset will cause a jump in the vibration amplitude after
which any further increase in the reduced velocity will result in a gradual increase in the
amplitude. When on the stable branch, decreasing the reduced velocity may result in finite
amplitude oscillations even below the flutter point resulting in a hysteresis. In the case
of explosive LCO, there also exists an unstable branch below the flutter speed causing the
Ṽ vs. amplitude plot to bend towards the left. As explained in the work of Dowell and
Tang [37], even a small disturbance may trigger the LCO at the unstable branch to move to
the corresponding point at the stable branch resulting in a jump in the vibration amplitude.
Obviously, the underlying physics of dynamic aeroelasticity can be very complex and
accurate prediction of such phenomena is very important to ensure the structural integrity
of flight vehicles.

For many years, efforts have been consistently put into predicting

3

various dynamic aeroelastic behaviors of aero-structure coupled systems and avoiding
such aeroelastic issues as well as improving the overall system performance.

Many

dynamic aeroelastic solution methods have been developed towards an optimal paradigm
by addressing the following challenges:
1. Ensure unique solution for every specific set of input values (well-posedness) , i.e. the
solver has the control of which point on the solution curve is to be solved;
2. Make the fluid solver and the structure solver converge simultaneously, and avoid
parameter sweeping and multiple runs of solvers which is computationally costly;
3. The computational cost of an aeroelastic solution should be independent of the number
of structural degrees of freedom (DOF) or normal modes included in analysis;
4. Eliminate the requirements of time-synchronization between two solvers which heavily
restricts the time step size of numerical integration;
5. Avoid the approximation of gradient terms (such as aerodynamic derivatives) which
bring extra computational cost;
6. Deal with different dynamic aeroelastic problems in one solver (all-in-one approach).
However, to the best of author’s knowledge, there has not been a specific aeroelastic method
in the literature that features all the advantages highlighted above. In light of this, the
goal of this dissertation is to demonstrate the potential of modern unsteady flow simulation
techniques combined with structural analysis methods as an efficient approach for dynamic
aeroelastic systems. In order to overcome the challenges mentioned above, the mixed timefrequency domain harmonic balance (HB) technique is adopted and applied to both flow
and structure dynamics. As a result, a highly efficient and robust solution approach for
dynamic aeroelastic phenomena, called the One-shot method, is developed. Details about
this research work are given in following sections.
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1.2

Background: Aeroelastic Solution Approaches

In general, prediction of the dynamic aeroelastic responses requires the calculation of velocity,
the amplitude and phase of vibration and the frequency of vibration if the response is
self-excited. During the past couple of decades, aeroelastic solution approaches have been
significantly extended and improved along with the development of the computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) and computational structural dynamics (CSD) techniques. By coupling
CFD and CSD solvers, dynamic aeroelastic problems are solved through [131, 130]:
1. Modeling of fluid dynamics from which the unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on a
deforming structure are calculated;
2. Modeling of structural dynamics to determine structural deformation and velocity
caused by external aerodynamic forces;
3. Modeling of moving fluid mesh that complies with the deforming structure.

1.2.1

General Classification2

In practice, aeroelastic solution methods can be broadly classified into three categories
regardless of the specific type of techniques used to model the fluid and the structural
fields. The first category is based on the physical property of flutter onset phenomenon.
Methods that fall in this category continuously sweep over possible flutter conditions
(such as the frequency or the freestream velocity) using an aeroelastic solver, and observe
how oscillations evolve following an initial disturbance.

The flutter point is obtained

when the oscillation sustains its amplitude, i.e., when the total damping of the system
vanishes [48, 165, 116, 91, 120] or when the excitation force required to sustain the
oscillation becomes zero [47].

Note that this type of flutter prediction needs multiple

runs of the aeroelastic solver in order to bracket a single flutter onset point which may
2

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Journal of Fluids and Structures 82,
651-671 titled “A Novel Approach for Flutter Prediction of Pitch-Plunge Airfoils Using an Efficient One-Shot
Method ” (October 2018). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author was the primary
investigator and author of this paper. The Elsevier’s copyright policies permit the material in the paper to
be included, in full or in part, into authors’ thesis or dissertation for non-commercial purposes.
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be computationally expensive. Once the flutter onset condition is determined, the following
LCO conditions can be resolved by searching the vicinity of the flutter point.
The second category of aeroelastic methods treats the flutter analysis as a complex
eigenvalue problem. Examples of this include the widely used V-g method [135, 109, 13]
and the p-k method [137, 158]. These methods sweep over possible values of one unknown,
and the flutter point is determined when the computed eigenvalues reach a certain value. For
example, for the p-k method, the flutter point is identified when the imaginary part of an
eigenvalue vanishes. For this type of analysis, one has to form the aerodynamic transfer
matrix [154] for each eigen-analysis, which makes the overall analysis computationally
inefficient. In the literature, more efficient Hopf-bifurcation analyses that deal directly with
the stability condition of the combined fluid and structural system [119, 8, 7] have also been
reported. Since this method formulates the problem as equilibrium of a dynamical system
whereby both fluid and structural equations are cast into a global matrix, it does not require
sweeping over a variable of interest. The flutter point is determined when the real part of
any one of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix becomes positive. Note that this kind
of aeroelastic method solves the critical point (between stable and unstable status) that
is related to flutter onset. Therefore, those methods are only useful for predicting flutter
points, and not applicable to model LCO conditions deviating from the critical point.
As mentioned earlier, the flutter onset and LCO are two phases of the same phenomenon
(see Figure 1.3), and LCO is usually observed following the flutter onset. In view of this,
some LCO solution methods that have been recently developed can potentially be used to
predict flutter boundaries. Since flutter onset is a self-excited vibration phenomenon, the
value of the reduced velocity (or the corresponding frequency) is not known a priori. Also
for flutter, the amplitude of self-excited vibrations is small by definition. Therefore, the
flutter point can be effectively resolved using an LCO solver by prescribing a very small
amplitude of vibration. Aeroelastic methods following this idea (including the One-shot
method developed in this work) fall into the third category. This type of method allows
the predictions of both flutter onset point and LCO conditions to be done in a similar way,
which can largely reduce the computational cost.
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Figure 1.3: Predicting flutter onset condition using a LCO solution approach.

1.2.2

Monolithic vs. Partitioned Approaches3

For a relatively simple aeroelastic problem in which the structural system has one or two
DOF, the governing equation can easily be recast into the state-space form. Thus, the
governing equations of both fluid and structure fields can be combined into one global
governing equation and can be solved numerically in a monolithic way [118, 65]. However, for
a problem with a rather complex dynamic structural system, incorporation of structural and
fluid dynamic governing equations in a monolithic way is usually difficult and the problem is
generally solved using a partitioned method [131, 129, 130, 50]. In this approach, each field
(fluid and structure) is time integrated by respective solvers generally using different schemes
that are optimized for each model. These two solvers are then coupled using the so-called
staggered algorithm. Aerodynamic forces, structural amplitudes and surface velocities are
exchanged through an interface between two solvers to ensure synchronization. However, a
slight lag in the physical times for each solver may cause stability problems. In any case, the
partitioned method has many advantages such as utilizing off-the-shelf solvers and ensuring
modularity of the coupled solver.
3
This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Aerospace Science and Technology
69, 686-699 titled “Revisiting the One-Shot Method for Modeling Limit Cycle Oscillations: Extension to
Two-Degree-of-Freedom Systems” (October 2017). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation
author was the primary investigator and author of this paper. The Elsevier’s copyright policies permit the
material in the paper to be included, in full or in part, into authors’ thesis or dissertation for non-commercial
purposes.
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1.2.3

Time-Accurate vs. Fourier-Based Approaches

Traditionally, aeroelastic problems have been solved by coupling and synchronizing timeaccurate CFD and CSD solvers [131, 130, 108, 50]. In this approach, each field (fluid and
structure) is integrated in time using time-accurate techniques for respective solvers. The
physical time steps for these two solvers are taken to be the same value, which is usually
small for an acceptable accuracy. Although this approach is robust and straightforward, the
computational cost of the time-accurate solver may be overwhelming in a design and analysis
framework. As shown in Figure 1.4, for problems like flutter and limit cycle oscillations
(LCO) in which the time-periodic solution is of interest, time-accurate solvers usually suffer
from high computational costs since long transients have to be resolved before the desired
periodic state is reached. In addition, to ensure periodicity, the solver must be run for many
cycles. This disadvantage makes time-accurate solvers less attractive compared to Fourierbased approaches, which have been shown to offer significant computational savings [59, 114,
45, 57] compared to their time-accurate counterparts.
One of these methods that is capable of modeling strong nonlinearities in the flowfield
is the aforementioned HB method first introduced by Hall et al. [59], which is also known
as the time-spectral method. This technique models the complex nonlinear flowfield at a
number of equally-spaced sub-time levels that span a single period of the unsteady response.
An example of seven sub-time levels is shown in Figure 1.4. The solutions at individual
sub-time levels are coupled through a Fourier-based spectral operator that approximates the

Harmonic Motion

physical time derivative term in the governing equations. As a result, the computational

T/7

2T/7
3T/7

0

6T/7
4T/7
T = Period
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Initial Transient

Fourier-based approach

Time-accurate approach

Figure 1.4: Comparison of time-accurate and Fourier-based approaches.
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t

cost scales approximately linearly with the number of time levels retained in the model. By
skipping the long initial transients and dealing directly with the periodic pattern, the HB
method has been proven to be much more computationally efficient than traditional timeaccurate methods [59, 114, 57]. Readers are referred to the work of Ekici and Huang [45]
for a comparison of the HB and the traditional time-accurate approaches for modeling timeperiodic problems.
Since the HB method is fundamentally important in the development of the One-shot
aeroelastic approach, a brief introduction to the development of the HB method is presented
in the next section, which aims to highlight the previous efforts done in the field concerning
this technique.

1.2.4

Development of the Harmonic Balance Method

The flow fields associated with dynamic aeroelastic problems such as buffet, flutter and LCO
are fundamentally unsteady. For a successful prediction of aeroelastic responses, an accurate
and efficient prediction of such unsteady flows is the first and most critical step.
Unsteady flows can be divided into two main categories. The first category includes flows
where the resolution of the initial transients is relevant, and accurate initial conditions are
required; the second one includes flows where the solution only at a periodic steady state is
required. As in the case of a steady flow simulation, the final periodic state is independent of
the initial conditions. As explained earlier, the time-accurate methods could solve these two
kinds of unsteady flows. However, Fourier-based techniques provide efficient alternatives to
the time-accurate methods for solving the second kind of unsteady flows.
As initial efforts, Hall and Crawley [56] and Clark and Hall [21] analyzed small
disturbance unsteady flows in turbomachinery using the so-called time-linearized method,
in which the harmonic unsteadiness is assumed to be small compared to the mean flow.
Therefore, the nonlinear unsteady governing equations are decoupled into nonlinear steady
equations and linear unsteady equations, which are solved in sequence. This approach enjoys
numerical efficiency but cannot model unsteady nonlinear effects due to the fundamental
small perturbation assumption. Adamczyk [1] partially addressed this issue by proposing
the deterministic stress method in which several linearizations and averaging operators of
9

velocity components are formed. Adamczyk proposed modeling these terms, but He and
Ning [63] proposed calculating these terms by coupling the time-averaged flow with firstorder harmonic disturbances. This new approach is able to model weak nonlinearities in the
flow field but still not suited for predicting strong nonlinearities.
To be able to model strong nonlinear effects, Hall et al. [59] applied the classical nonlinear
HB technique to model the Euler equations.

They represented the flow by a Fourier

series in time, where the dependent variables were Fourier coefficients of the conservation
variables. These Fourier series were inserted into the Euler equations and then the resulting
expressions were “balanced” according to the order of harmonics. Although the classical
HB can model both linear and nonlinear unsteady problems and it is relatively easy to be
applied into Euler equations, the algebraic balancing does not work well for the Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations with complex turbulence models. To overcome
this problem, Hall et al. [59] proposed the high-dimensional harmonic balance (HDHB)
method in which the conservation variables were stored and computed at several sub-time
levels that are equally spaced over one periodic cycle.

Those sub-time level solutions

are coupled through a pseudo-spectral operator, which approximates the physical time
derivative in the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations.

Therefore, the resulting equations

become mathematically steady, and the convergence acceleration techniques originally
designed for steady state CFD computation, such as local time stepping [16], residual
smoothing [89] and multigrid [87], can be implemented to speed up the convergence rate.
A variation of the HDHB method is the nonlinear frequency domain (NLFD) method
developed by McMullen and Jameson [113, 114]. In this approach, the dependent variables
are Fourier coefficients, requiring the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and inverse FFT of
conservation variables and residuals between time and frequency domain at every iteration.
Although the two methods are mathematically identical, the HDHB method is easier to
implement into an established steady state solver and can avoid FFT operations. The
HDHB method has been used in various periodic applications, such as unsteady flows in
cascades [59, 53, 40, 41, 44, 81, 82], unsteady flows over helicopter rotors [43], wind turbine
systems [76, 73, 74, 38, 39], vortex shedding and vortex-induced vibrations (VIV) associated
with blunt bodies [52, 142, 45, 17, 35, 12] and even molecular dynamics [34, 36], to name a
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few. Readers are referred to the work of Hall et al. [57] for a comprehensive review of the
state-of-the-art in HB modeling of unsteady aerodynamics, and also the work of He [62] for
a more broad review of Fourier-based methods. The previous efforts on applications of the
HB method to aeroelastic problems are outlined in the following section.

1.2.5

Harmonic-Balance-Based Aeroelastic Solution Approaches

In the literature, many aeroelastic solvers based on the HB technique have been developed.
If the frequency of aero-structure vibration is known a priori, the HB technique can be
readily incorporated into a code-coupling algorithm to model the aeroelastic phenomenon.
An example of this is the work of Blanc et al. [15], who developed a partitioned solver that
was used to accurately model the forced LCO response that was excited by a part of the wing
oscillating at a known frequency. Similarly, with the fundamental excitation frequency known
beforehand, Mundis and Mavriplis [120] studied quasi-periodic flutter by coupling the CFD
and CSD solvers using a hybrid backward difference formula/time-spectral approach [168].
However, majority of flutter and LCO problems are self-excited, which means the value of
frequency is not known in advance and its value needs to be determined as part of the
overall aeroelastic solution. In what follows, the previously developed HB-based aeroelastic
methods in the literature that deal with such cases are outlined, and a standalone discussion
on frequency search techniques will be presented in the next section.
As explained in Section 1.2.1, the flutter point with correct frequency can be resolved on
a trial and error basis. For example, in the flutter prediction of Kachra and Nadarajah [91],
a two-DOF aeroelastic system was modeled by the NLFD method [114] which used the
flutter frequency provided by a time-accurate solver as an initial guess. The velocity and
frequency were then updated manually until a neutral behavior of the vibration was observed
indicating the flutter point. Using this approach, one has to try many frequency values back
and forth to get a result with acceptable accuracy, which is computationally costly. Another
kind of HB-based aeroelastic methods sticks to traditional frequency domain flutter solution
approaches, in which the aerodynamic transfer matrix (aerodynamic derivative) is calculated
using the HB-CFD solver as an efficient alternative to the time-accurate computations [156,
77, 109, 74]. However, multiple runs of the HB-CFD solver are required to construct the
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aerodynamic transfer matrix which could be costly when a large number of structural DOF
are included in analysis.
A more efficient aeroelastic solution procedure would be solving the CFD and CSD
governing equations in a fully coupled fashion.

Immediately after the application of

the HB technique in CFD solver [59], an aeroelastic solution approach called HB/LCO
was proposed by Thomas et al. [154], in which a solution vector consisting of structural
amplitudes, the LCO frequency and the velocity is solved iteratively using the NewtonRaphson method [70]. This formulation, however, requires repeated CFD runs to calculate
all of the terms in the Jacobian matrix of the Newton’s solver for each aeroelastic iteration.
Therefore, the computational cost scales linearly with the number of structural DOF. For
a complex structural system with many degrees of freedom, the HB/LCO method may
become expensive. Nevertheless, this method has been successful for solving a wide range of
aeroelastic problems [154, 156, 153, 152, 151, 35, 42, 77, 74]. Inspired by Blanc et al. [15],
Thomas and Dowell [150] recently proposed an improvement to the HB/LCO method, in
which a fixed-point iteration was used and both fluid and structure solvers were converged
simultaneously, making the computational cost of the aeroelastic analysis independent of the
number of structural DOF. Another workaround to the shortcoming of the original HB/LCO
method was proposed by Tardif and Nadarajah [149]. In their approach, the number of
variables is reduced to two, i.e., the LCO frequency and velocity, and a figure-of-merit based
on the difference of lift coefficients between two successive aeroelastic iterations was defined.
Once the values of these two parameters were determined, the amplitudes of vibration were
easily solved from the aeroelastic governing equations. It must be noted that this approach
of Tardif and Nadarajah [149] solved the aeroelastic problem in an underdetermined way
since the structural variables were set free during the iterations, which makes the solution
of this approach uncertain, and the solver may produce different solutions with the same
initial condition using different setups. Another method similar to the HB/LCO approach
was developed by He et al.[65, 64, 66] who assembled the dependent variables of fluids and
structures into one global unknown vector and solved the resultant system using a NewtonKrylov method. Also, a similar idea was employed by Dai et al. [25] to solve an aeroelastic
problem with structural nonlinearities.
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In addition to the above-mentioned approaches, Ekici and Hall [42] developed a new
branch of HB-based aeroelastic methods. In their work, the One-shot approach was proposed
to determine the unknown excitation frequency of self-excited LCO in turbomachinery. At
every aeroelastic iteration, the value of LCO frequency was updated by a procedure so as
to minimize the residual of the CSD solver. Because both CFD and CSD solvers are cast
into a mathematically steady HB form and solved using pseudo-time integration, different
pseudo-time stepping schemes can be used for each solver and both solvers are converged
simultaneously in a single run, which offers a great advantage. The structural dynamic
equations are integrated implicitly allowing the use of very large time steps compared to the
explicit CFD solver. In their work, the One-shot method was shown to be computationally
more efficient than the HB/LCO method. Besides, this approach was also shown to minimize
the spurious energy generated in the system making the method very robust [100]. Based
on the work of Blanc et al. [15] and Ekici and Hall [42], Yao and Marques [169] developed
the so-called aeroelastic harmonic balance (A-HB) LCO solution procedure by coupling HBbased CFD and CSD solvers where the CSD problem was solved by a fixed-point approach.
Due to the absence of a pseudo-time term, the solution update needed to be greatly underrelaxed. Moreover, a “dynamic mesh” approach had to be used where the CFD mesh had
to be gradually deformed from one iteration to the next along with many inner-iterations
of the CFD solver. Without these modifications, which significantly slow down the overall
convergence rate of the aeroelastic problem, this approach may converge to a non-physical
trivial solution or may even diverge. Another implementation of the A-HB method can be
found in the work of Prasad et al. [133].
Following the earlier idea of Ekici and Hall [42], the author continued to systematically
develop the One-shot method, which has been established as the first phase by validations
and verifications on various benchmark aeroelastic systems. This dissertation details the
One-shot method, which is composed based largely on the published works that documented
the progress of development of this dynamic aeroelastic approach. Those works are listed in
Appendix A for reference.
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1.2.6

Frequency Search Techniques

Periodic unsteady problems can be classified into two categories. In the first category,
the periodic frequency is predetermined by boundary conditions. Examples of this type
include the internal flows in turbomachinery and the external flows fields of helicopter blades
or propellers. In the other category, the frequency of unsteady problems is not known a
priori. For instance, the unsteadiness of vortex shedding over a stationary circular cylinder
is triggered by the instability of fluid flow rather than an external forcing function, which
means the shedding frequency is actually a part of the solution rather than a predefined
parameter. The unsteady responses in aeroelastic systems such as flutter and LCO studied
in this dissertation are of the second category.
However, the HB method generally requires the excitation frequency as an input
parameter, and the convergence of an HB-based aeroelastic solver can be ensured only when
the fundamental frequency of vibration is accurately captured [42]. Therefore, a frequency
search method needs to be developed to accurately predict the unknown frequency so as to
drive the solution to a stable aeroelastic condition. As explained in the previous section,
in some HB-based aeroelastic approaches [154, 150, 65, 64, 66], the frequency is put into a
global unknown vector and solved together with other dependent variables in each iteration.
In what follows, only the methods that deal merely with frequency search are discussed.
In the early work of McMullen et al. [114], the correct frequency value was found on a
trial and error basis. In this approach, the residual of HB solver was computed at a wide
range of frequencies until a sudden drop of residual level indicating the correct frequency.
Although straightforward, this approach requires numerous runs of the HB solver and the
correct frequency can be easily missed [142].
Later, Hall et al. [61] found that even the frequency value was not correct, the amplitude
of some global quantities such as the lift coefficient would converge to a constant, except that
the phase angle would continuously shift along with the iteration of HB solver. Based on
this observation, they proposed the phase error method, where they monitored the change
in the phase angle of a global quantity and used interpolation/extrapolation techniques to
update the frequency value until the phase change between successive iterations vanished
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which allowed a fully converged HB solution. Other works that demonstrated this technique
include Spiker et al. [142], Kielb et al. [94], Spiker [143] and Horcas et al. [71].
Note that all of the methods discussed above need multiple runs of the HB solver. In
the literature, more elegant frequency search methods are developed following the idea of
minimizing a figure of merit based on the residual of the solver, so that the frequency is
searched as an optimization problem and is solved as a part of solution. McMullen et
al. [114, 115] and Gopinath and Jameson [52] used the gradient-based variable time period
(GBVTP) algorithm to predict the dominant natural vortex shedding frequency, in which
a figure of merit was defined based on the residual of CFD governing equations, and the
steepest descent method was used to search for the optimal frequency that drove the residual
towards zero. This approach was proven to be applicable. However, sometimes the residual
is a weak function of frequency especially when the current frequency is not close to the
correct value [57]. Therefore, a good initial guess and a proper relaxation factor for the
steepest descent method have to be carefully chosen to ensure the convergence. In order to
mitigate this restriction, Zhan [172] and Zhan et al. [173, 174] conducted Fourier analysis
on a selected global quantity and monitored the dominant frequency at each iteration of the
HB solver. The GBVTP procedure was activated when the dominant frequency move to the
first harmonic mode, and the value of dominant frequency at that time was taken as the
initial guess. Instead of the steepest descent method, Ekici and Huang [45] proposed to use
the Newton-Raphson method [70] to do the job of optimization search, which was shown to
be more efficient and robust.
For the frequency search in aeroelastic problems, Ekici and Hall [42] proposed to use a
Rayleigh quotient method that minimized the residual of the structural dynamics equations,
and the frequency was updated along with the aeroelastic iteration, driving all the aeroelastic
solution (including the frequency) to convergence in one shot. Later, Yao and Marques [169]
generalized the Rayleigh quotient formula used by Ekici and Hall [42] by incorporating
the Jacobian term of aerodynamic force with respect to frequency, which was claimed to
be able to improve the convergence rate. However, as shown later by Li and Ekici [100],
the additional Jacobian term, which required additional computational cost, didn’t offer a
noticeable improvement in the framework of the One-shot method. Therefore, the basic form
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of the Rayleigh quotient method originally proposed by Ekici and Hall [42] was kept in the
development of the One-shot method [101, 104, 106]. Readers are referred to the works of
Ekici and Huang [45], Hall et al. [57] and Li and Ekici [100] for more discussions on various
available frequency search methods.

1.3

Contributions to State of the Art

The HB-based One-shot dynamic aeroelastic approach presented in this dissertation was
developed systematically based on the original idea proposed by Ekici and Hall [42]. The
high efficiency and robustness of this novel approach have been verified on various benchmark
aeroelastic cases, ranging from single DOF to multiple DOF systems, from low speed laminar
flow regime to transonic/supersonic viscous/turbulent flow regimes, from flutter (stability)
problems to LCO (including both benign and detrimental LCO responses) problems and
from streamlined body to blunt body (VIV) problems. The challenges listed in Section 1.1
have been addressed in one solver, which features many promising advantages as emphasized
below:
1. First, the One-shot method computes all the variables of both fluid and structure
fields, including the frequency that is updated by a frequency search procedure,
simultaneously in one run of the solver. This ensures the well-posedness, and eliminates
the need to sweep over aeroelastic parameters and approximating derivatives which are
necessary in traditional frequency domain approaches ao that the cost of aeroelastic
analyses is significantly reduced;
2. Another important advantage of the One-shot method is that the computational cost
is nearly independent of the number of structural DOF or normal modes retained in
analysis. This allows for the inclusion of as many DOF or normal modes as necessary to
accurately predict the aeroelastic response without additional computational penalty;
3. One more advantage comes from the HB formulation of the fluid and structure solvers
which are coupled in pseudo-time. By doing this, the two fields (fluid and structure) do
not need to be synchronized in physical time, which means each solver can use optimal
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number of harmonics and pseudo-time steps as well as time-integration schemes to
attain the best overall numerical performance of the aeroelastic solver;
4. Last but not least, the ability to use the vibration amplitude instead of velocity as
an independent variable enables the One-shot method to predict flutter boundary and
resolve unstable LCO branches associated with explosive type of LCO response.
To the author’s best knowledge, this is the first time that all above-mentioned advantages
are held in a single aeroelastic approach, making the One-shot method an outstanding
algorithm for solving complex dynamic aeroelasticity problems. In addition, the stability
condition of the One-shot method has been assessed based on the energy balance analysis
through the fluid-structure interface, and implicit schemes to structure dynamic equation
has been shown to be able to minimize the spurious energy generated in the system making
the method very robust. Moreover, the setup of the One-shot method, including the number
of sub-iterations and pseudo-time step size for both flow and structure solvers have been
empirically established. Besides, the phase and amplitude ratio corrections during the
aeroelastic iteration have been found to be very important to ensure physically meaningful
aeroelastic solutions. All of those aforementioned progress make the One-shot method
practically and reliably applicable.

1.4

Outline

The dissertation is organized as follows. The HB-formed aeroelastic governing equations,
including both flow and structural parts, will be presented in Chapter 2, which is the basis
of discussion for the rest of this work. Next, the code-coupling scheme of the One-shot
method will be detailed in Chapter 3. The validations and verifications of the One-shot
approach starts with a one-DOF VIV system of circular cylinder in cross flow in Chapter 4,
and then the application will be extended to multiple two-DOF pitching-plunging airfoil
systems in Chapter 5. Afterwards, in Chapter 6, the One-shot approach will be applied to
the benchmark Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development (AGARD) 445.6
wing to further assess the effectiveness, efficiency and robustness of the proposed approach in
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a relatively more complex system. Finally, Chapter 7 closes the dissertation with a summary
and discussion of future work.
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Chapter 2
Aeroelastic Governing Equations
2.1

Governing Equations of Structural Dynamics1

For complex dynamical systems, it is convenient to adopt the Lagrangian mechanics, which
allows for the governing equation of motion to be constructed directly when the expressions
of system energies are known [138]. With the assumption of small displacements, the kinetic
energy, T , and the potential energy (refers to the elastic strain energy in this work), U , in
free vibrations are expressible as homogeneous quadratic forms in the generalized velocities,
ẋ, and coordinates, x, respectively as
1
T = ẋT M ẋ;
2

1
U = xT Kx
2

(2.1)

where M and K are inertia and stiffness matrices. In the absence of dissipation (e.g.
structural damping), the Lagrange’s equation of motion under the unsteady aerodynamic
force, P , is given by
d
dt



∂T
∂ ẋ


+

∂U
= P (x, t)
∂x

1

(2.2)

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in AIAA Journal titled “Aeroelastic
Modeling of the AGARD 445.6 Wing Using the Harmonic-Balance-Based One-Shot Method ” (2019), DOI:
10.2514/1.J058363, and also in an earlier version as AIAA Paper 2019-0607 titled “Aeroelastic Modeling of
a Three-Dimensional Wing Using the Harmonic-Balance-Based One-Shot Method ” (2019). Authors: Hang
Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of these two papers.
Copyrights of both versions are held by Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici.
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Substitute the system energy (2.1) in to Eq. (2.2), one gets
M ẍ + Kx = P (x, t)

(2.3)

Furthermore, it is convenient to transform the generalized coordinates, x, to the modal
coordinates, q, which take the undamped free vibration normal modes (eigenvectors) of the
dynamic system as the basis:
x = Φq

(2.4)

where the matrix Φ consists of normal modes as its columns, which are orthogonal to the
M and K matrices [138, 83, 74]. For a system having S degrees of freedom, but only R
normal modes (R < S) are taken into analysis, Φ is given by




|
|
|
|




Φ = ϕ1 ϕ2 . . . ϕR 


|
|
|
|

S×R

In practice, it is convenient to normalize the normal modes by corresponding modal mass so
that [83, 74]
Φ̌ = Φ

p
−1
ΦT M Φ

Due to the orthogonality of the normal modes, the matrices under the radical symbol above is
reduced to a diagonal matrix which consists of modal masses. Using above mass-normalized
normal modes, Φ̌ (which keep the property of orthogonality), Eq. (2.4) becomes
x = Φ̌q̌;

p
q̌ = ΦT M Φ q
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(2.5)

Substitute these transformations (2.5) into Eq. (2.3), and premultiply the resultant equation
T

by Φ̌ , one have
T
T
T
Φ̌ M Φ̌¨q̌ + Φ̌ K Φ̌q̌ = Φ̌ P (x, t)

(2.6)

The above dynamic equation is decoupled which greatly eases the solution procedure. The
decoupled equation is given by
ϕ̌T P
q̌¨r + ωr2 q̌r = r ,
mr

r ∈ [1, R]

(2.7)

The modal masses, mr , become unit based on the mass-normalized mode shapes Φ̌ [83, 74].
The normal modes, ϕ̌r , and their associated modal frequencies, ωr , can be determined by
assuming that the vibration in these modes is harmonic [138]. In most instances, the first
several normal modes are dominant and retaining a handful of modes would be enough to
accurately model the structural dynamics.
In practice, it is convenient to solve the structural dynamic equation [Eq. (2.7)] in a
nondimensional fashion. Note that the product of the modal coordinates and normal modes
must have dimensions of displacement. Meanwhile, the product of the modal coordinates
and modal forces must have dimensions of work. One possible nondimensionalization is given
as
˜ r = ϕ̌r ;
ϕ̌

q̌r
q̌˜r =
;
Lref

m̃r =

mr
;
m0

t̃ =

t U∞
;
b

P̃ =

P
1
ρ U 2 L2
2 ∞ ∞ ref

(2.8)

where the Lref is the user-defined reference length, the b is the wing root half chord,
the U∞ represents the free stream velocity, and the m0 is the mass of wing structure.
Substituting these relationships into Eq. (2.7) and introducing the definitions of mass ratio,
√
µ = m0 /(ρ∞ V), and reduced velocity, Ṽ = U∞ /( µωα b), the governing equation reads in
matrix form:
θ 00 +

1
Aθ + σ = 0
Ṽ 2
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(2.9)

where



˜
q̌
 1
 .. 
θ =  . ;
 
q̌˜R



1 ω1 2
( )
 µ ωα


A=


0



...
..
.

0

...

1 ωR 2
( )
µ ωα



;



σ=−

˜ T P̃
ϕ̌
1
 m̃1



b2 Lref  .. 

 . 
2µV  T 
˜ P̃
ϕ̌
R
m̃R

The V is the volume of truncated cone enclosing the wing, and the ωα is the natural frequency
of the first uncoupled torsional mode. Equation (2.9) is further rewritten into first order
state-space from, which in matrix form is given as
η 0 + Cη + f = 0

(2.10)

where
 
θ
η =  ;
θ0


C=

0

−I

1
A
Ṽ 2

0


;

 
0
f = 
σ

As can be seen, the structural modal displacements and velocities (η) depend on the
unsteady modal aerodynamic forces, which are computed using the flow solver that is
described next.

2.2

Unsteady Flow Solver2

The solution of the aeroelastic system defined by Eq. (2.10) depends on the aerodynamic force
vector, f . In this work, an in-house CFD solver that models the RANS equations is used.
The solver was originally developed in two-dimensional form by Huang and Ekici [80, 81, 82],
and was later extended to model three-dimensional flow by Howison and Ekici [76, 77, 73,
75, 74]. The one-equation Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [141] is fully-coupled to the
2

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in AIAA Journal titled “Aeroelastic
Modeling of the AGARD 445.6 Wing Using the Harmonic-Balance-Based One-Shot Method ” (2019), DOI:
10.2514/1.J058363, and also in an earlier version as AIAA Paper 2019-0607 titled “Aeroelastic Modeling of
a Three-Dimensional Wing Using the Harmonic-Balance-Based One-Shot Method ” (2019). Authors: Hang
Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of these two papers.
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governing equations to model the turbulent eddy viscosity. In Cartesian coordinates, the
strong conservation form of these equations is given by
∂F
∂G ∂H
∂U
+
+
+
=S
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z

(2.11)

where U is the vector of conservation variables, F , G and H are the flux vectors and S is
the source vector, which are all defined as



ρ



 
 
 ρu 
 
 
 ρv 

U =
 ;
ρw 
 
 
ρE 
 
ρν̃





ρu − ρf˙





 2

ρu + p − τxx − ρuf˙




˙
 ρuv − τxy − ρv f 
;
F =


 ρuw − τxz − ρwf˙ 




 ρuH − τxh − ρE f˙ 


˙
ρuν̃ − τxν − ρν̃ f





ρw − ρḣ




 ρuw − τzx − ρuḣ 




 ρvw − τzy − ρv ḣ 
;

H=

2
ρw + p − τzz − ρwḣ




 ρwH − τzh − ρE ḣ 


ρwν̃ − τzν − ρν̃ ḣ

ρv − ρġ







 ρuv − τyx − ρuġ 



 2
ρv + p − τyy − ρv ġ 

G=


 ρvw − τyz − ρwġ 




 ρvH − τyh − ρE ġ 


ρvν̃ − τyν − ρν̃ ġ

 
0
 
 
0
 
 
0

S=
 
0
 
 
0
 
St

Here, f˙, ġ and ḣ are the x, y and z components of the velocity of the unsteady grid that
accounts for the motion of the wing. Based on the assumption of calorically perfect gas, the
pressure, p, and the total enthalpy, H, are calculated from the conservation variables by



1 2
2
2
p = (γ − 1)ρ E − (u + v + w )
2
ρE + p
γ p 1 2
H=
=
+ (u + v 2 + w2 )
ρ
γ −1ρ 2
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The inviscid components in the flux vectors depend on the conservative variables, U ,
whereas the viscous fluxes (shear stress terms) depend on the gradients of flow velocities,
temperature and the working variable of the turbulence model (ν̃) as given below:


τxx
τxy
τxz
τxh


4 ∂u 2 ∂v ∂w
= (µl + µt )
− (
+
)
3 ∂x 3 ∂y
∂z


∂u ∂v
= (µl + µt )
+
∂y ∂x


∂u ∂w
= (µl + µt )
+
∂z
∂x


µl
µt ∂h
= uτxx + vτxy + wτxz +
+
P rl P rt ∂x

In the equations above, the laminar viscosity, µl , is calculated based on the Sutherland’s
law, and the turbulent eddy viscosity, µt , is determined using the turbulence model of Spalart
and Allmaras [141]. The shear stress terms in y- and z-directions are defined in a similar
fashion.

2.3

High Dimensional Harmonic Balance Technique3

With the assumption that the vibration of structure is stable and that the response of flow
field is periodic in time, the dependent variables in Eq. (2.11) can be approximated as a
truncated Fourier series up to a prescribed number of harmonics, Nf . As such, the vector of
conservation variables in Eq. (2.11) can be written as

∗

U = U (x, y, ti ) =

Nf
X

Û Cn (x, y) cos(ωnti ) + Û Sn (x, y) sin(ωnti )

(2.12)

n=0

where i = 1 : 2Nf + 1, ω is the fundamental frequency of unsteadiness, and Û Cn and Û Sn
are the spatially-varying Fourier coefficients of the conservation variables. Furthermore,
3
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solutions at individual sub-time levels (t1 , t2 , · · · , t2Nf +1 ) can be denoted as
U 1 = U (x, y, t1 )
U 2 = U (x, y, t2 )
..
..
.
.

(2.13)

U 2Nf +1 = U (x, y, t2Nf +1 )
which can be inserted in Eq. (2.12) and written in a matrix-vector product as













|

U1
U2
U3
..
.





 
 
 
 
 
=
 
 
 
 

U 2Nf +1
{z
}
U∗

|

1

cos ωt1

···

cos ωNf t1

sin ωt1

···

sin ωNf t1

1

cos ωt2

···

cos ωNf t2

sin ωt2

···

sin ωNf t2

1
..
.

cos ωt3
..
.

···

cos ωNf t3
..
.

sin ωt3
..
.

···

sin ωNf t3
..
.

1 cos ωt2Nf +1 · · · cos ωNf t2Nf +1 sin ωt2Nf +1 · · · sin ωNf t2Nf +1
{z
E −1

Û C0


 Û C1

..


.


  Û CNf


  Û S1


..

.

}
Û SNf
| {z
Û


















}

(2.14)
where E −1 is the inverse discrete Fourier transformation matrix. Clearly, the Fourier series
is truncated in a way that the flow variables, U ∗ , are computed and stored at 2Nf +1 equally
spaced sub-time levels over a single period. Conversely, the Fourier series coefficients can be
determined from solutions stored at sub-time levels by a discrete Fourier transformation, E,
so that
Û = EU ∗
Note that the transformation matrix, E, and its inverse, E −1 , are (2Nf + 1) × (2Nf + 1)
square matrices. Next, Eq. (2.11) is written at all sub-time levels simultaneously resulting
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in
∂U ∗ ∂F ∗ ∂G∗ ∂H ∗
+
+
+
= S∗
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z

(2.15)

where, for example, F ∗ is the vector of x fluxes evaluated at U ∗ . For three-dimensional
turbulent flows Eq. (2.11) contains six equations, and therefore, Eq. (2.15) will have 6×(2Nf +
1) equations that are coupled through the time derivative term, which can be determined by
directly differentiating Eq. (2.14) in time. Note that by definition, the Fourier coefficients,
Q̂, are only functions of x and y which greatly simplifies the differentiation. That is,
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Nf cos ωNf t2
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− sin ωt3
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.

···

−Nf sin ωNf t3
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cos ωt3
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.
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Nf cos ωNf t3
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.







 Û





0 − sin ωt2Nf +1 · · · −Nf sin ωNf t2Nf +1 cos ωt2Nf +1 · · · Nf cos ωNf t2Nf +1
{z
}
−1
dE /dt

(2.16)
Finally, inserting Eq. (2.3) into Eq. (2.16) one gets
dE −1
∂U ∗
dE −1
=
EU ∗ = ωDU ∗
Û =
∂t
dt
dt

(2.17)

where ωD is the pseudo-spectral operator that approximates the time derivative term, ∂/∂t.
When a non-dimensional CFD solver is used, the excitation frequency in the pseudo-spectral
operator would be in a reduced form of ω̃. Substituting the above expression into Eq. (2.15)
results in
ω̃DU ∗ +

∂F ∗ ∂G∗ ∂H ∗
+
+
= S∗
∂x
∂y
∂z

(2.18)

It is apparent that the use of the pseudo-spectral operator replaces the time-derivative term
with a “source” term converting the time-periodic problem to a “mathematically steady”
one where individual sub-time level (steady) solutions are coupled through the “source”
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term. Therefore, this approach can cut down on the computational time greatly compared
to a time-accurate approach [45]. This is the essence of the HDHB method making it a
very attractive alternative to model time-periodic flows, which are frequently encountered
in dynamic aeroelasticity problems. Note that matrix D in the pseudo-spectral operator is
not dependent on the value of frequency, and its terms are constant for a certain number of
harmonics retained in the model.
As commonly done in CFD, to simplify the solution of these “steady” partial differential
equations, one can introduce a pseudo-time derivative term to make the system hyperbolic
in pseudo-time, and rapidly march the solution to steady state using conventional CFD
schemes. Therefore, Eq. (2.18) takes the following form:
∂U ∗
∂F ∗ ∂G∗ ∂H ∗
+
+
= S∗
+ ω̃DU ∗ +
∂τf
∂x
∂y
∂z

(2.19)

When Eq. (2.19) converges in pseudo-time, the first term drops and the original form of
the harmonic balance equations [Eq. (2.18)] is recovered. Similarly, the governing equation
modeling the structural dynamics [Eq. (2.10)] can be written in HB form as
ω̃Dη ∗ + Cη ∗ + f ∗ = 0

(2.20)

and then be augmented by a pseudo-time term so that
∂η ∗
+ ω̃Dη ∗ + Cη ∗ + f ∗ = 0
∂τs

(2.21)

Equations (2.19) and (2.21) constitute a fully-coupled HB-based aeroelastic model which
can be solved by the One-shot method – the details of which will be presented in the following
Chapter 3. Since both flow and structural solvers are non-dimensional, the definitions of nondimensional parameters, such as reduced frequency and reduced velocity, in both solvers
must be consistent to obtain valid aeroelastic solution. The two HB equations share the
same frequency, ω̃, since the flutter and LCO responses studied in this work are assumed
to “lock-in”. It must be noted that different pseudo-time terms (τf and τs ) for the fluid
and structure equations are used in this work to emphasize the fact that the two fields need
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not be advanced with the same pseudo-time (and integration technique) in the One-shot
approach, which allows each of CFD and CSD solvers to use respective optimal pseudo-time
steps and time-integration schemes to achieve the fastest convergence rates. This is one of
the biggest advantages of the current approach over existing aeroelastic solution techniques.
Furthermore, the physical time step, which corresponds to the sub-time levels over a period
of excitation, can be taken to be very large especially when the amplitude of vibration is
small making the fluid flow dynamically linear. As an example, when a single harmonic is
retained in the solution, the flutter response can be accurately modeled using only three subtime levels. In contrast, a classical dual-time stepping time-accurate approach would require
very small physical time steps to ensure the stability and the accuracy of the time-periodic
solution.
For structural dynamics, instead of using Eq. 2.21 which is derived from the governing
equation in state-space form [Eq. (2.10)], an alternative approach is to construct a secondorder HB governing equation [101, 103] based on Eq. (2.9) which is given by
∂θ ∗
+ ω̃ 2 Ṽ 2 D 2 θ ∗ + Aθ ∗ + Ṽ 2 σ ∗ = 0
∂τs

(2.22)

However, Eq. (2.22) could become unstable when solved by marching in pseudo-time,
especially when multiple harmonics are retained in analysis, causing the solution to blow
up even an implicit scheme is used. This issue can be addressed by preconditioning the
entire residual of Eq. (2.22) by the pseudo-spectral matrix, D [103]. Since incorporating the
preconditioned Eq. (2.22) into the framework of the One-shot method would yield similar
performance [103], the inherently stable Eq. 2.21 will be used in the One-shot method for
aeroelastic analyses. For reference, the stabilization technique for second-order HB equations
are provided in Appendix B. As a side note, for the remainder of this dissertation the
superscript ∗ used in above equations that denoting variables in HB sub-time levels will be
dropped for simplicity.
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2.4

Numerical Implementation

For modeling two-dimensional flow around airfoils, the computational domain is discretized
by a structured, body-fitted, O-type mesh, and the governing equation [Eq. (2.11)] are
discretized using a cell-vertex finite volume scheme [87, 16]. On the other hand, for threedimensional cases like flow field around a wing, a structured C-H type mesh topology is used,
and the governing equation are discretized using a cell-centered finite volume scheme [16].
In both solvers, the convective and viscous fluxes are evaluated using a central scheme. An
artificial dissipation term, originally developed by Jameson et al. [90], is added to inviscid
fluxes to avoid odd-even decoupling and to capture shocks in the flow field. For fully
turbulent flows, ν̃ is set to zero on the airfoil surface and 3ν∞ in the free stream. The
resulting semi-discrete equations are integrated in pseudo-time using a multi-stage RungeKutta scheme [90]. In addition, local time stepping [16] and multigrid [86] techniques are
also incorporated to accelerate numerical convergence.
For boundary conditions, the adiabatic and no-slip conditions are imposed for viscous
flows whereas a slip condition is imposed for inviscid cases on the airfoil or wing surface. At
the far-field, one-dimensional characteristic boundary conditions are used. In addition, along
the branch cut extended from the leading edge in O-type mesh and that from the trailing
edge in C-H type mesh, flow continuity is ensured by the use of periodic boundary conditions.
For three-dimensional cases, on the wall where the wing root is connected, periodic boundary
conditions are utilized so that the flow field around the wing can be modeled on a half-span
basis. In this dissertation, the validation and verification of the HB-CFD solver will be
provided for each aeroelastic case respectively in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3
The One-shot Method
This chapter details the code coupling approach of the One-shot method, which is essentially
based on two operational modes depending on the choice of the input parameter. These
two modes, which requires the prescription of either a flow variable (reduced velocity) or
a structural variable (amplitude of vibration of one normal mode), provide flexibility that
enables the One-shot method to accurately predict flutter onset point as well as various
LCO responses. In order to gain insight into the stability of the One-shot method, an
energy balance analysis between the fluid-structure interface is conducted. In addition,
practical guidelines for setting up initial guesses for the flutter analysis is provided. Finally,
a preliminary assessment of the feasibility of the One-shot method on a simple beam model
is presented, demonstrating a novel way to solve dynamic aeroelastic problems.
Besides the proposed One-shot method, three other established dynamic aeroelastic
methods, including a second-order loosely-coupled time-accurate method of Geuzaine et
al. [49, 50], the harmonic-balance-based HB/LCO method of Thomas et al. [154, 156] and a
traditional frequency domain flutter determinant method [138, 47], are also implemented in
this work for verification purposes. These methods are included in Appendix C for interested
readers.
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3.1

Setup of Equations1

The governing equations of fluid and structural dynamics [Eqs. (2.19) and (2.21)] can be
written in a compact form as
Fluid:

∂U
+ Rf (M∞ , Re∞ , η(q̄r , φr , r ∈ [1, R]), ω̃) = 0
∂τf

(3.1a)

Structure:



∂η
+ Rs A, µ, f (U ), Ṽ , ω̃ = 0
∂τs

(3.1b)

where the residuals of fluid and structure equations are denoted by Rf and Rs , respectively.
Specifically, the fluid residual, Rf , depends on the freestream Mach number, M∞ , Reynolds
number, Re∞ , structural variables, η, and the reduced frequency of oscillation, ω̃. Its
counterpart, the structural residual, Rs , is dependent on the modal frequency ratio matrix,
A, mass ratio, µ, frequency, ω̃, the aerodynamic forces, f (determined from U ), and the
reduced velocity, Ṽ . Note that in the above equations, the structural variable vector, η,
is written as a function of amplitudes, q̄, and phases, φ, of all normal modes included in
the analysis, which are interconvertible with their sub-time levels counterparts in η through
discrete Fourier transformation.
In this work, for each case of aeroelastic analysis, M∞ , Re∞ , µ, and A are fixed
parameters. Therefore, the fluid and structure equations [Eq. (3.1)] can be rewritten into a
more compact form given as:
F



f , η(q̄r , φr , r ∈ [1, R]), Ṽ , ω̃



=0

(3.2)

in which the variables listed in parentheses are aeroelastic solution variables to be determined.
Those variables, for a specified flow condition, can be simultaneously determined from the
1

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Journal of Fluids and Structures 82,
651-671 titled “A Novel Approach for Flutter Prediction of Pitch-Plunge Airfoils Using an Efficient One-Shot
Method ” (October 2018). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author was the primary
investigator and author of this paper. The Elsevier’s copyright policies permit the material in the paper to
be included, in full or in part, into authors’ thesis or dissertation for non-commercial purposes.
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two governing equations [Eqs. (2.19) and (2.21)] using the One-shot method, which will be
explained in what follows.

3.2

Code Coupling Approach of the One-Shot Method2

The framework of the One-shot method is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Here, the CFD solver
is run for a user-defined number of iterations in each global aeroelastic iteration, while the
structure solver is marched forward implicitly by one step. As explained by Li and Ekici [100],
the implicit scheme used to determine the structural variables is able to reduce the artificial
energy that is inherent in partitioned solver coupling, and thus, ensures the overall stability of
the aeroelastic approach. These two solvers are then coupled by exchanging values of updated
aerodynamic forces, f , as well as the structural variables, η, at the fluid-structure interface.
In order to comply with the new structural deformation, the computational grids at different
sub-time levels that represent the unsteady motion of the structure body are also updated,
which is done using an approach similar to the inverse distance weighted method based on
a baseline steady grid and the pre-defined mode shapes. The grid velocities in Eq. (2.11)
for each node are calculated by multiplying the displacement vector (which contains the
grid nodes for all sub-time levels) with the pseudo-spectral operator ω̃D. Moreover, due
to the HB-based formulation of the governing equations [Eqs. (2.19) and (2.21)], the fluid
and structural fields don’t need to be synchronized in physical time, which means each
solver can take different number of harmonic modes to best capture the respective physics.
This translates into exchanging information at the fluid-structure interface using an efficient
Fourier interpolation. For example, to map η at Ns number of structural harmonic modes
to the flow field having Nf harmonic modes, the Fourier coefficients of η is calculated first
2

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in AIAA Journal titled “Aeroelastic
Modeling of the AGARD 445.6 Wing Using the Harmonic-Balance-Based One-Shot Method ” (2019), DOI:
10.2514/1.J058363, and also in an earlier version as AIAA Paper 2019-0607 titled “Aeroelastic Modeling of
a Three-Dimensional Wing Using the Harmonic-Balance-Based One-Shot Method ” (2019). Authors: Hang
Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of these two papers.
Copyrights of both versions are held by Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici.
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by
η̂ = E η

(3.3)

Following this, a discrete Fourier interpolation matrix, denoted here by E −1
interp , is formed
based on E −1 by replacing the original sub-time levels (t1 , t2 , · · · , t2Ns +1 ) with the new list
of target sub-time levels (t01 , t02 , · · · , t02Nf +1 ). The resultant matrix E −1
interp has the size of
(2Nf + 1) × (2Ns + 1). Next, the interpolated values of structure variables, η interp , can be
calculated by
η interp = E −1
interp η̂

(3.4)

At every aeroelastic iteration, the aerodynamic forces, f , and the structural variables,
η, are updated by marching their corresponding governing equations in pseudo-time. The
extra unknowns, ω̃ and Ṽ , which have no constitutive equations, are updated at every
aeroelastic iteration using a separate optimization procedure. Note that the number of
unknowns given in Eq. 3.2 is more than the number of equations, which makes the problem
underdetermined. Theoretically, starting from one initial condition, the aeroelastic solver
may randomly converge to any solution on the LCO branch (including the flutter onset
point, see Figure 3.2). Therefore, to ensure the well-posedness and uniqueness of the Oneshot approach, two of the variables in the flutter solution vector must be prescribed. For
the One-shot method, the phase of vibration is prescribed first which is necessary to prevent
synchronous phase shifting of all normal modes. Otherwise, the harmonic balance solution
will not converge although the amplitude of vibration will be about right. In practice, the
phase of a single normal mode can be fixed to a constant value (the first normal mode is
chosen and φ1 = 0 is used in this work) at every aeroelastic iteration, and “correct” the
phase of the rest of normal modes so that the phase difference (φr − φ1 , r ∈ [2, R]) with
respect to the fixed mode is maintained after each iteration. This eliminates the possibility
of converging to non-physical solutions [104] when only the value of φ1 is set to zero at every
aeroelastic iteration. The choice of the second input parameter leads to two operational
modes of the One-shot method, which will be explained in detail next.
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Figure 3.2: Predicting aeroelastic response using different approaches.
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3.2.1

Prescribed Reduced Velocity

Figure 3.2 shows a typical LCO branch in the amplitude-velocity plot. The aeroelastic
response at point A could be predicted if the corresponding reduced velocity, ṼA , is known
beforehand. This approach is presented by the flowchart in black in Figure 3.1. When the
value of reduced velocity is prescribed as the input parameter, the frequency value can be
updated by an optimization along with the solution of the structural variables. A figure of
merit can be constructed based on the residual of governing equation (2.21) as
1
Z(ω̃) = |ω̃Dη + Cη + f |2
2

(3.5)

and the updated frequency value can be determined by letting
∂Z(ω̃)
=0
∂ ω̃
to drive the residual of the structural dynamic equation to convergence. By lagging the
unsteady aerodynamic generalized forces, f , by one iteration, Eq. (3.5) becomes quadratic
with respect to ω̃ so that
ω̃new = −

[η T C T + f T ]Dη
η T D T Dη

(3.6)

The above approach is straightforward. However, in practice, the range of reduced velocity
values in which LCO would occur is not known a priori, and finding a valid reduced velocity
value can be difficult when the LCO branch is close to a linear response [106]. Furthermore,
this approach was shown to be inadequate to resolve the unstable LCO branch when it came
to the explosive type of LCO response [101, 105, 106]. A workaround to these issues is to
prescribe the amplitude of LCO instead of reduced velocity, which will be explained next.

3.2.2

Prescribed Amplitude of One Normal Mode

Although the value of reduced velocity for an LCO condition is usually unknown a priori,
a neutrally-stable LCO condition must have a constant vibration amplitude. As shown
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in Figure 3.2, one can prescribe the value of amplitude, q̄A , and the One-shot solver will
converge to the corresponding LCO point A. This approach is illustrated by the flowchart in
blue in Figure 3.1. Here, the amplitude of the first normal mode is prescribed since this mode
primarily dominates the vibration in most instances. After resetting the value of q̄1 to its
prescribed value at every aeroelastic iteration, the values of amplitude ratio of the rest of the
normal modes (q̄r /q̄1 , r ∈ [2, R]) are corrected to ensure that the updated amplitude ratios
are kept unchanged. This is especially important for the mode shape-based (decoupled)
structure governing equation where the normal modes are orthogonal to each other. Similar
to the phase correction mentioned above, the rationale here is that when one variable is
“reset,” all other variables updated by the numerical iteration should be kept consistent
relative to the variable that is reset. The stability and well-posedness of the One-shot solver
are ensured by removing the side effect as a result of only prescribing the values of those
variables.
If the the amplitude of one normal mode is prescribed, both reduced velocity, Ṽ , and
reduced frequency, ω̃, need to be updated simultaneously by a binary optimization procedure.
Similar to Eq. (3.5), a figure of merit can be constructed based on the second-order HB
governing equation [Eq. (2.22)] as
1
Z(ω̃, Ṽ ) = |ω̃ 2 Ṽ 2 D 2 θ + Aθ + Ṽ 2 σ|2
2

(3.7)

The value of ω̃ and Ṽ can be updated by setting
∂Z(ω̃, Ṽ )
=0
∂ ω̃

and

∂Z(ω̃, Ṽ )
=0
∂ Ṽ

These result in two high order polynomial equations in terms of ω̃ and Ṽ , which can be
solved efficiently by a root finding procedure, such as the Newton-Raphson method.
Another advantage of prescribing the LCO amplitude is that it allows for pinpointing the
flutter onset condition by prescribing a very small vibration amplitude. The resultant LCO
point with infinitesimally small amplitude oscillation can be physically interpreted as the
flutter onset point by treating the stability problem (flutter) as a response problem (LCO
with infinitesimal amplitudes). Detailed information on the development of this approach
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can be found in the work of Li and Ekici [104]. Also note that in Figure 3.1, the updates
for ω̃ and Ṽ are performed after the CFD sub-iterations in one global One-shot aeroelastic
iteration. Alternatively, if the values of ω̃ and Ṽ are updated after the structural solver
iteration, the overall aeroelastic solver still converges in a similar manner.

3.2.3

Setup of Initial Conditions

In this work, the One-shot method will be applied to predict both flutter boundary and
LCO responses. For LCO conditions with finite amplitudes, the corresponding flutter onset
condition can serve as a very good initial condition. In this section, we provide simple
guidelines for initializing the One-shot solver for flutter analysis.
First, we investigate initial conditions for reduced frequency, ω̃in , and reduced velocity,
Ṽin . Note that the frequency ratio, ω/ωα can be calculated by
ω
ωb
U∞
√
√
=
×√
× µ = ω̃ × Ṽ × µ
ωα
U∞
µωα b
Therefore, one can first pick an initial guess of frequency ratio, then the initial guesses of
reduced velocity, Ṽin , can be calculated according to above relationship from the value of
ω̃in , and vice versa.
Next, we investigate initial conditions for the modal amplitudes, (q̄r )in , and phases,
(φr )in , that can be used later to construct the initial vector of η. In this work it was found
that prescribing initial values of amplitudes and phases for the dominant normal modes, and
simply initializing the values for all the rest of normal modes to zero provides a good starting
point. For example, assume that the first two normal modes dominate the vibration, and the
value of (q̄2 )in can be estimated from the prescribed q̄1 using the ratio of modal frequencies
by
(q̄2 )in =

ω1
(q̄1 )prescribed
ω2
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As explained above, the phase of the first normal mode, φ1 , is prescribed to be zero to
prevent phase shifting that hinders the convergence of the One-shot solver. The value of
(φ2 )in can be set to either zero or π.

3.3

Energy Balance at Fluid-Structure Interface3

For partitioned methods, one important issue is the data exchange through the interface
between the fluid and structure fields. Consider the simple but widely used first-order
Conventional Serial Staggered (CSS) algorithm [131], which is depicted in Figure 3.3.
Following the numbering denoted in Figure 3.3, one iteration of the CSS algorithm can
be outlined as follows.
1. Transfer the aerodynamic forces f n based on old fluid mesh to the CSD solver at
iteration n;
2. March the CSD solver forward from n to n + 1, and calculate the new structural
variables, η n+1 ;
3. Transfer the new structural variables η n+1 back to the CFD solver, and update the
fluid mesh accordingly;
4. March the CFD solver from n to n + 1, and calculate the new aerodynamic forces f n+1 .
It is important to note that moving from n to n + 1, the structural system undergoes an
R ηn+1
energy exchange, which can be determined by the integral ηn f n dη. The value of this
integral turns out to be non-zero since structural displacements change from n to n + 1.
However, within the same iteration, the fluid dynamic system makes no work due to fixed
displacements η n+1 . As illustrated by the dashed boxes in Figure 3.4, some artificial energy
is generated at the interface, and therefore, energy is not balanced between the fluid and
structural fields.
3

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Aerospace Science and Technology
69, 686-699 titled “Revisiting the One-Shot Method for Modeling Limit Cycle Oscillations: Extension to
Two-Degree-of-Freedom Systems” (October 2017). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation
author was the primary investigator and author of this paper. The Elsevier’s copyright policies permit the
material in the paper to be included, in full or in part, into authors’ thesis or dissertation for non-commercial
purposes.
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Figure 3.3: Conventional serial staggered (CSS) algorithm.
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Figure 3.4: Energy exchange through the CFD-CSD interface within one iteration.
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This scenario of unbalanced energy is an inherent drawback of staggered algorithms
regardless of what type of solver is used (time-accurate or HB). And this heavily influences
the stability of the coupled aeroelastic solver. If the unbalanced energy keeps reducing
the total energy of entire dynamic system, then the aeroelastic solver would converge to a
trivial solution. In contrast, if the generated artificial energy continues to add energy into
the dynamic system, then the solver would diverge because the amplitudes of structural
displacement would increase exponentially.
To overcome this deficiency of staggered algorithms, certain numerical methods need to
be designed to eliminate the effect of spurious energy generated at the interface as much
as possible. One intuitive way is to let the CFD solver do a certain amount of work to
balance the energy received from the CSD solver. This approach is illustrated in the lower
part of Figure 3.4. For this purpose, dynamic mesh techniques [99, 169] are widely used,
and predictor-corrector [129] and relaxation methods [169] are often applied to improve
the accuracy. All of those complicate the implementation of aeroelastic solution methods.
Instead of letting the CFD solver do some work to balance the energy received by CSD
solver, the One-shot method essentially takes the inverse way to solve the energy balance
problem by reducing the energy received by the CSD solver down to the tolerance of stability
condition of the coupled aeroelastic solver, as depicted by the upper part of Figure 3.4. By
doing this, modeling the dynamic mesh is not needed, and this greatly simplifies the coupling
of the two solvers.
To analyze the spurious energy generated by the partitioned aeroelastic solver, the total
energy of the dynamic structural system is considered. The system energy consists of both
kinetic and potential parts [Eq. 2.1], which is given by
1
1
Es = ẋT M ẋ + xT Kx
2
2
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For the dynamic system of Eq. 2.10, the above energy equation could be rewritten in terms
of η as

1
Es = η T W η,
2

W =

1
A
 Ṽ 2

0

0
I




(3.8)

With the assumption of no structural damping in the system and zero work done by the
fluid system in the numerical model, the artificial energy generated by a staggered algorithm
within one aeroelastic iteration could be determined by the difference of structural energy
at two stations:
∆Es n+1 = Es n+1 − Es n

(3.9)

Therefore, the artificial energy represents the change of structural variables, η, over an
aeroelastic iteration. Note that numerically, the total artificial energy generated in an
aeroelastic iteration should be small enough to keep the solver stable. However, in physical
sense, it is desired that the artificial energy could accumulate as soon as possible to its final
value that is consistent with the converged structural variables, η. At convergence, the total
accumulated artificial energy is given by

∆Es

total

=

Niter
X−1

|∆Es n+1 |

n=0

Note that in the equation above, the values of |∆Es n+1 | will get smaller and smaller as the
aeroelastic solver converges. The largest contributions to the value of ∆Es total would be from
earlier iterations.
The spurious energy could be heavily reduced by introducing a pseudo-time term in the
governing structural equation and marching in pseudo-time, τ . In this way, the dependent
variables in the structural governing equation [Eq. (2.21)] can be updated by
η n+1 = η n + ∆τ Rs
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(3.10)

in which the specific form of residual vector, Rs , depends on the numerical method
implemented, explicit or implicit. The spurious energy generated by this approach can
easily be determined by substituting Eq. (3.10) into Eq. (3.8), and then substituting the
resultant equation into Eq. (3.9) so that
∆Es n+1 =

1
(∆τ 2 Rs T W Rs + ∆τ [η n ]T [W + W T ] Rs )
2

(3.11)

From the above equation one can see that ∆Es n+1 is directly related to the Rs at two
stations of one aeroelastic iteration. This means that Eq. (3.11) holds true only when no
sub-iterations are used in the CSD solver. In addition, the value of ∆Es n+1 would be zero
at the convergence of η. Namely, the total artificial energy ∆Es total accumulated in the
system converges to a certain value when η gets converged. Recall that physically, we want
the total artificial energy generated to be small. In addition, we want it to accumulate to
its final value as fast as possible to get the best convergence rate. However, the amount of
artificial energy is restrained by the stability condition. Note that by marching the structural
equation in pseudo-time, ∆Es n+1 becomes a function of ∆τ . Thus the amount of ∆Es n+1
could be controlled by adjusting the value of ∆τ . In order to get a widely feasible domain
of ∆τ , implicit integration is preferred since it enables unconditional stability. In this work,
the implicit Euler method is used so that Eq. (3.10) becomes
η n+1 = [I + ∆τ (ω̃ n D + C)]−1 [η n − ∆τ f n ]

(3.12)

which is fairly stable although the force term is lagged by one aeroelastic iteration due to
the “partitioned” property of the One-shot method.
A typical plot of ∆Es n+1 as a function of ∆τ using the integration of Eq. 3.12 at two
different iteration stations [100] is shown in Figure 3.5. As one can see, as ∆τ increases,
the absolute value of ∆Es n+1 grows rapidly until reaching a maximum value, and after this
peak point, the value of ∆Es n+1 reduces slowly. Note that the magnitude of ∆Es n+1 reduces
significantly from iteration 100 to iteration 400. In practice, the maximum value of ∆Es n+1 is
driven below the limit of stability condition rapidly after first several iterations, and towards
machine accuracy along with the process of convergence, which is desired in the framework
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(a) At aeroelastic iteration 100.
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Figure 3.5: A typical plot of artificial energy as a function of pseudo-time step [100].
of the One-shot method. Therefore, the value of ∆τ corresponding to the maximum value
of ∆Es n+1 turns out to be the optimal time step. Although the optimal time step size may
vary for different iteration numbers of aeroelastic solver, a fixed step size near the optimal
value is used in this work. In light of this, guidelines to determine the optimal CSD time step
along with numerical experiments will be presented in the case studies of following chapters.

3.4

Lateral Vibration of an Uniform Cantilever Beam4

In order to test the feasibility of the One-shot method before applying it to solve realistic
aeroelastic problems, a simplified model of a uniform cantilever beam undergoing lateral
vibrations is studied first in this section. Another motivation is that readers can understand
the idea of the One-shot method by duplicating this simple case without the need for complex
flow and structure solvers. Consider the case in which the bending stiffness is constant along
the length of the beam for which the governing equation describing the deflection of the
4

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in AIAA Journal titled “Aeroelastic
Modeling of the AGARD 445.6 Wing Using the Harmonic-Balance-Based One-Shot Method ” (2019), DOI:
10.2514/1.J058363, and also in an earlier version as AIAA Paper 2019-0607 titled “Aeroelastic Modeling of
a Three-Dimensional Wing Using the Harmonic-Balance-Based One-Shot Method ” (2019). Authors: Hang
Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of these two papers.
Copyrights of both versions are held by Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici.
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beam in undamped free vibration is given by [138]
EI

∂ 4y
∂ 2y
=
−m
∂x4
∂t2

(3.13)

where EI is the bending stiffness (E: modulus of elasticity, I: structural moment of inertia),
m is the mass per unit length, and y is the lateral deflection at station x. The normal modes
of vibration, ϕ, can be determined from Eq. (3.13) by assuming a harmonic oscillation.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the mode shapes of first four normal modes. With the knowledge of
these normal modes, the deflection of the beam can then be approximated by the first four
terms in normal coordinates, q, as

y(x, t) =

4
X

qr (t)ϕr (x)

(3.14)

r=1

Under a distributed lateral load, p(x, t), the Lagrange’s equation of motion in the normal
coordinates is given by [47]
mlq̈r +

mlωr2 qr

Z
=

l

p(x, t)ϕr (x)dx,

r ∈ [1, 4]

(3.15)

0

where the l is the length of beam, and the ωr is modal frequency. The term on the right
hand side is the generalized force of the lateral load in normal modes. Although the external
loads in aeroelastic problems depend on the unsteady aerodynamics acting on the beam,
here the lateral load is simply taken to be
m
p(t) = 3
l

4
X

!2
q̇r (t)

r=1

for demonstration purposes. This corresponds to an unsteady force that is distributed evenly
along the beam. As will be shown later, this definition of the lateral load allows for an LCO
response that mimics a wing. Since the lateral load given above is independent of x, it can
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Figure 3.6: First four lateral normal vibration modes of a uniform cantilever beam.
be simply taken out of the integral. Therefore, Eq. (3.15) becomes
4
X

m
mlq̈r + mlωr2 qr = 3
l

!2 Z

l

q̇r (t)

ϕr (x)dx,

r ∈ [1, 4]

(3.16)

0

r=1

Next, the Eq.(3.16) is written in state-space form as
η̇ + Cη + f = 0

(3.17)

where
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In this study, the first four normal modes shown in Figure 3.6 are included. Without
loss of generality, the values of EI, m and l are taken to be 1.0, and the first four mode
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frequencies are given by [138]:
ω1 = 3.515;

ω2 = 22.03;

ω3 = 61.70;

ω4 = 120.91

(3.18)

Similar to the Eq. (2.21), Eq. (3.17) can be recast into the harmonic balance form and can
be augmented by a pseudo time derivative term, i.e.,
∂η ∗
+ ωDη ∗ + Cη ∗ + f ∗ = 0
∂τs

(3.19)

Equation (3.19) can be regarded as a simplified aeroelastic system which can be solved
using the One-shot method. In this case, the amplitude and phase of the first normal mode
are prescribed. The other values in η ∗ are initialized using the method provided previously
in Section 3.2.3, and are updated using the implicit Euler scheme. There is no reduced
velocity in this simple case, so the frequency is updated using a similar approach discussed
in Section 3.2.1. The initial value of frequency, ωin , is taken to be 1.0, which is quite different
from the frequency of the first mode [see Eq. (3.18)].
The LCO frequencies computed using the One-shot method for different values of q̄1 are
plotted in Figure 3.7. One can see that the LCO frequency decreases along with increasing
amplitude. The result that is closest to the left ordinate is for q̄1 = 0.0001. For all of these
LCO solutions, the vibration is dominated by the first normal mode. For demonstration
purposes, the results for q̄1 = 0.5 are provided in Table 3.1. The converged LCO frequency,
3.2131, shown in Figure 3.8a, is close to the natural frequency of the first normal mode given
in Eq. (3.18). Also, as seen in Table 3.1, the amplitudes of the higher modes are orders
of magnitude smaller than that of the first mode. This indicates that the LCO behavior
is dominated by the first normal mode of vibration. In addition, Figure 3.8b shows that
the residuals of frequency and η ∗ are driven to convergence at the same rate. This simple
test case successfully demonstrates the ability of the One-shot method to predict the LCO
condition in a novel way.
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Table 3.1: Converged LCO results of beam vibration under external load of case q̄1 = 0.5.
ωLCO
3.2131

(q¯2 )LCO
0.1185 × 10−2

(q¯3 )LCO
0.8694 × 10−4
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Figure 3.8: Convergence histories of frequency value and residuals of case q̄1 = 0.5.
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Chapter 4
Vortex-Induced Vibration of a
Cylinder in Laminar Cross-Flow
Laminar flow around a blunt body generally results in vortex shedding in the downstream,
which induces unsteady loads that would exert back on the elastic body, and force the
body to vibrate if the damping effect of the system is relatively low. Such a self-excited
aeroelastic phenomenon is called vortex-induced-vibration (VIV). The assessment of the
One-shot approach starts in this chapter with the one-DOF VIV system of Anagnostopoulos
and Bearman [6] who first investigated cylinder VIV experimentally in a range of stable
Reynolds numbers. Over the years, this case has been extensively used as a benchmark
to study VIV-related problems [124, 125, 3, 162, 4, 5, 9, 134, 166, 146, 93, 121]. When it
comes to the HB technique, the HB/LCO approach developed by researchers from Duke
university have been applied to study this VIV model as an initial step towards solving the
non-synchronous vibrations (NSV) problems in turbomachinery [94, 143, 20, 11]. In what
follows, the governing equation of this one-DOF VIV system is presented first and the HBCFD solver is validated for vortex shedding problems associated with a circular cylinder.
Following this, the VIV results of the One-shot approach are presented with discussions on
different VIV phenomena and the efficiency of the One-shot approach.
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4.1

Governing Equation

The one-DOF VIV system of Anagnostopoulos and Bearman [6] can be modeled as a
cylinder in two-dimensional laminar cross-flow undergoing plunging oscillation as depicted
in Figure 4.1. With the assumption of constant damping and linear elasticity, the structural
dynamics of the above VIV system is governed by a differential equation given by
mh ḧ + Th ḣ + Kh h = q∞ DsCl

(4.1)

where mh is the mass of the cylinder, Th is the damping coefficient, Kh is the cylinder spring
stiffness, q∞ is the freestream dynamic pressure, D is the cylinder diameter, s is the cylinder
span, Cl is the cylinder lift coefficient, and h is the transverse displacement of the cylinder.
Following the work of Carlson et al. [17], Eq. (4.1) can be nondimensionalized (by taking the
cylinder diameter D as the reference length) into
h̃00 + ζh

4π 2
4π 0
2
h̃ + 2 2 h̃ =
Cl
κRe
πµ
κ Re∞

(4.2)

in which the control parameters (the damping coefficient ζh , κ, the Reynolds number Re∞
and the mass ratio µ) are defined by
ζh =

Th
;
2mh ωh

κ=

2πν∞
;
ωh D 2

Re∞ =

U∞ D
;
ν∞

µ=

4mh
πρ∞ D2 s

L
+h

U
Kh

Th

Figure 4.1: The one-DOF VIV model of a cylinder in two-dimensional laminar cross-flow.
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Instead of reduced velocity, the equation is nondimensionalized in terms of Reynolds number
since the vortex shedding, which plays a critical role in the VIV phenomenon, depends
directly on the Reynolds number – similar to the reduced velocity in this case. The value
of κ depends on the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, ν∞ . Since no data was reported by
Anagnostopoulos and Bearman [6], different estimated values of this parameter were adopted
in the literature. Following the work of Besem et al. [12] and Thomas and Dowell [150], the
values of above nondimensional parameters used in this work are taken to be:
ζh = 0.00136;

κ = 0.049772;

µ = 149.0913

(4.3)

In order to solve the problem using the One-shot approach, Eq. (4.2) can be recast into
the state-space form as
η 0 + Cη + Rf = 0

(4.4)

where
 
h̃
η =  ;
h̃0


C=

0

−1

4π 2

4π
ζh κRe
∞

κ2 Re2∞


;


R=

0

0

0

2
− πµ


;

 
0
f = 
Cl

The above equation is then transferred into the HB form and augmented by a pseudo-time
term so that
∂η ∗
+ ω̃Dη ∗ + Cη ∗ + Rf ∗ = 0
∂τs

(4.5)

Note that in the equation above, the reduced frequency, ω̃ (ωD/U∞ ), is used which is
defined based on the angular frequency. However, in the field of study on vortex shedding
problems, another non-dimensional parameter based on regular frequency, called the Strouhal
frequency, St, is widely used. This convention is followed for this VIV problem, and the
results of ω̃ are scaled down to St by a factor of 2π.
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4.2

Validation and Verification of the HB-CFD Solver

Equation (4.5) can be solved using the One-shot method provided that the flow field around
the cylinder, especially the downstream vortex shedding, is properly resolved. For the case
studied in this work, the Reynolds number is kept below 180 so that the vortex shedding
remains two-dimensional and laminar. First, a proper resolution for the computational grid
is determined through a grid convergence study. Three CFD meshes with 257 × 65, 257 × 129
and 257 × 257 nodes in the circumferential and normal directions are generated with the far
field boundary placed at 20 times the cylinder diameter and the resolution in the normal
direction is doubled successively. The vortex shedding frequencies (Strouhal number) at
different values of Re∞ are determined using the gradient-based frequency search method
of Ekici and Huang [45] previously discussed in Section 1.2.6. In order to trigger the onset
of vortex shedding, the cylinder is forced to oscillate rotationally with an amplitude of five
degrees in the first 200 iterations. The results are given in the left part of Figure 4.2 in which
the experimental data of Williamson [164] are also plotted for comparison. One can see that
the mesh with the resolution of 257 × 129 appears to be sufficient to capture the Strouhal
number and the results are in excellent agreement with the experimental data. Figure 4.3
provides a close-up view of this mesh. In addition to the grid resolution, multiple number
of harmonics are also used to investigate harmonic mode convergence. From the right part
of Figure 4.2, one can see that five harmonics are needed to reach mode convergence for
this case. Although the results of three harmonics are very close to the converged results,
five harmonics are used in the following analysis to ensure that the unsteady flow field is
properly resolved.
In addition to the Strouhal number, the unsteady forces induced by vortex shedding
are also determined, which are compared to some other results reported in the literature in
Figure 4.4. For both magnitude of lift coefficient, C̄l , and mean drag coefficient, Cd0 , the
One-shot results have a good agreement with others, with C̄l appearing to be over-predicted.
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(a) Grid convergence.
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Figure 4.2: Grid and harmonic mode convergence study about the Strouhal frequency of
natural vortex shedding at low Reynolds numbers.

Figure 4.3: Close-up view of the 257×129 O-type viscous mesh around a cylinder.
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Figure 4.4: Unsteady forces due to natural vortex shedding at low Reynolds numbers.
In order to further verify the HB-CFD solver, the cylinder is forced heave at Re∞ =
80 with an amplitude of h̄ = 0.14 subject to different excitation frequencies in the “lockin” range. The resultant unsteady forces are plotted in Figure 4.5. One can see that the
current results for the magnitude and the imaginary part of Cl agree well with other results
reported in the literature. The positive imaginary part of Cl after the crossing through the
zero line indicates an unstable solution. The results of Cd0 also have a good agreement with
those of Spiker [143], although relatively large discrepancies are observed compared to the
experimental results of Tanida et al. [148].

4.3

Numerical Results

In this section, the One-shot method is applied to model the one-DOF VIV system.
Compilations of available results of this case can be found in the works of Williamson and
Govardhan [163] and He et al. [68, 69]. It has been extensively reported in the literature
that both “lock-in” and “non-lock-in” type of vibrations exist in the stable range of Reynolds
number. It must be noted that in this VIV case, the term “lock-in” has two meanings. First,
it could mean that the frequency of oscillating cylinder, ωLCO , coincides with the frequency
of response in flow field (vortex shedding frequency). As noted in Section 2.3, this “lock-in”
condition (referred to as “lock-in” of the first kind in this work) is assumed to be predicted
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Figure 4.5: Unsteady forces of cylinder undergoing plunging of amplitude h/D = 0.14,
Re∞ = 80.
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by the One-shot method, which couples the flow and structural equations based on the same
frequency. Another scenario of “lock-in” occurs when the value of ωLCO is equal to the
natural frequency of the structural dynamics, ωh , leading to the resonance effect. Results of
this VIV case reported in the literature concluded that both of the above-mentioned “lockin” phenomena occur simultaneously, resulting in a “lock-in” of three frequencies (referred to
as “lock-in” of the second kind in this work), and vibrations outside of the“lock-in” range are
merely “non-lock-in.” The original experimental data of Anagnostopoulos and Bearman [6]
is plotted in Figure 4.6, which shows that in the “lock-in” range of Re∞ roughly from 104
to 130, the plunging amplitudes are dramatically larger than those outside of this range due
to the effect of resonance caused by “lock-in” indicated in Figure 4.6a.
Since the One-shot solver deals with only one fundamental frequency, the “lock-in” type
of vibration is studied here. In the One-shot solver, the implicit CSD solver is set to run at
every 100 iterations of the CFD solver and the pseudo-time step for the CSD solver is taken
to be ∆τs = 40. Recall that the One-shot method has two operation modes: prescribing the
reduced velocity (which corresponds to Re∞ in this case) or prescribing the amplitude of
vibration, h̄ (see Section 3.2). However, for the cylinder VIV system studied here, prescribing
h̄ and updating Re∞ is not feasible. As illustrated in Figure 4.7, the “lock-in” region in terms
of frequency and amplitude at a certain Reynolds number features a “V” shape radiating
from the point of natural shedding frequency associated with stationary cylinder. Therefore,
one finite amplitude value may be in the “lock-in” region that is shared by multiple Reynolds
numbers, making the problem ill-posed. As such, the value of Re∞ is prescribed and h̄ is
updated in the One-shot solver.
To begin with, the vibration at Re∞ = 110 is investigated. The convergence history of
this case is plotted in Figure 4.8a which shows that all aeroelastic solutions are driven to
convergence simultaneously within 600 aeroelastic iterations. In addition, Figure 4.9 shows
that the change in values of Strouhal frequency, St, and plunging amplitude, h̄, become
indiscernible within only dozens of iterations. The vortex shedding associated with plunging
vibration is presented by instantaneous pressure contours at every other sub-time level in
Figure 4.10. For validation purposes, this case is also run by a time-accurate solver. The
time history of plunging displacement and lift coefficient are plotted in Figure 4.11, from
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Figure 4.6: Frequency ratio and plunging amplitude of the one-DOF cylinder VIV system
at stable Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 4.10: Unsteady pressure contours showing vortex shedding with plunging cylinder
at Re∞ = 110.
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Figure 4.11: Time-accurate results of VIV case Re∞ = 110.
which one can see that although the initial transient before reaching the stable periodic
pattern is reduced by starting with an amplitude that is close to the final solution, the cost
of time-accurate solver is still around ten times higher than that of the One-shot solver shown
in Figure 4.8b, demonstrating the high efficiency of the One-shot method. Moreover, results
of St and h̄ from both solvers are tabulated in Table 4.1 which show excellent agreements.
Next, in order to determine the “lock-in” range, the Reynolds number is incremented
forward and backward in the One-shot solver with a step size of ∆Re∞ = 1, in which the
previous converged solution is used as the initial condition for the run of next Re∞ value.
Fully converged results are obtained over the entire range of tested Re∞ . The results of
frequency ratio, ωLCO /ωh , and plunging amplitude, h̄, are plotted in Figure 4.6, which shows
hystereses between the sweeps in two opposite directions. The frequency ratio calculated
for the vortex shedding frequency associated with stationary cylinder in Figure 4.2 are also
provided. When Re∞ is increased, the VIV system oscillates at the natural vortex shedding
frequency at relatively low Re∞ before reaching the value around 110 when the frequency
starts to deviate and “lock-in” to the structural natural frequency, ωh , at Re∞ value of
112. Meanwhile, the resonance effect increases the amplitude dramatically. After this initial
jump, the amplitude continues to reduce until Re∞ = 128 where the VIV frequency returns
back to the natural vortex shedding frequency. The amplitude also drops down to a very
small value due to the absence of the resonance effect. Similar jumps are observed when
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Table 4.1: Comparison of One-shot and time-accurate VIV results of Re∞ = 110.
St
h̄
One-shot
0.1824 0.3769
Time-accurate 0.1825 0.3759

the value of Re∞ is decreased, resulting in a hysteresis. The combined sweeps show a
traditionally-recognized “lock-in” range of Re∞ from 106 to 128. Although the amplitudes
are under-predicted compared to the experimental data, the profile has a relatively good
match with the results of Besem et al. [12] obtained using their HB/LCO solver. Note that
no hysteresis was reported by Anagnostopoulos and Bearman [6]. Inspired by the explosive
type of LCO depicted in Figure 1.2, the hystereses found in this case indicate that unstable
branches may exist. This is a possible explanation for the second set of lower amplitude
solutions of Besem et al. [12] at Re∞ from around 125 to 130. This is in some ways similar
to the unstable branch in the explosive type of LCO. Unfortunately, unstable branches are
not captured for the case using the One-shot solver since it is not viable to prescribe the
amplitude as discussed before.
As mentioned earlier, previous works in the literature reported that the vibrations outside
of the “lock-in” (resonance) range were merely “non-lock-in.” However, the One-shot solver
predicts “lock-in” oscillation of the first kind outside of the resonance range. In order to
clarify this point, the time-accurate solver is run for the case of Re∞ = 100, and results are
shown in Figure 4.12. It’s found that the vibration at this Reynolds number is initially “nonlock-in,” which means at least two different frequency values exist in the system that lead to
the “beat.” However, the strength of beat weakens gradually over time until the vibration
becomes totally “lock-in.” Details of this change are shown in Figure 4.13 at three different
time intervals. Note that some similar trends were reported in the literature [145, 69, 68, 27].
However, the time-accurate solutions in those works were probably terminated before the
fully “lock-in” case was recovered, failing to show the entire transition process as presented
in this work.
To gain more insight, an FFT is applied to the time-accurate results in Figure 4.12 for
four consecutive test periods of 216 physical time steps, and the results of amplitude spectrum
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Figure 4.12: Time loci of plunging displacement of VIV case Re∞ = 100.
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Figure 4.13: Time-accurate results at different time slots showing the evolution of vibration
from “non-lock-in” to “lock-in”, Re∞ = 100.
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are plotted in Figure 4.14. It is clearly seen that one of the two dominant frequencies is the
natural vortex shedding frequency (0.1661). The other frequency around 0.2 attenuates over
time as the simulation is carried out further.
Finally, the time-accurate results of St and h̄ at the fully “lock-in” status are tabulated in
Table 4.2, which match the One-shot results fairly well. The One-shot solver only considers
the “lock-in” status (without having to go through a transient response) since the single
frequency value is inherently assumed in this code-coupling approach.
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Figure 4.14: Varying amplitude spectrum of time-accurate results of VIV case Re∞ = 100.

Table 4.2: Comparison of One-shot and time-accurate VIV results of Re∞ = 100.
St
h̄
One-shot
0.1661 0.003048
Time-accurate 0.1661 0.002986
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Chapter 5
Aeroelastic Analysis of Pitch-Plunge
Airfoils
This chapter extends the application of the One-shot method to predict flutter boundary
and LCO responses of two-DOF aeroelastic systems in various flow conditions. Three pitchplunge airfoils, including a flat plate that simulates the cross section of a suspension bridge
in low-speed flow regime, the symmetric NACA 64A010 airfoil and the supercritical NLR
7301 airfoil are studied. Both a flutter model and an LCO model in inviscid or viscous
transonic flow regimes chosen from the literature are investigated for the latter two airfoils.
All those aeroelastic models share the same governing equations which will be presented first
in the following section. In addition, guidelines for setting up the initial condition of flutter
analysis specifically customized for pitch-plunge airfoils are also provided. Following that,
the advantages of the One-shot solver that contribute to high efficiency and robustness are
consolidated through the study of each aeroelastic model.
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5.1

Governing Equations of Pitch-Plunge Aeroelastic
Systems1

The aeroelastic model considered in this chapter is based on an airfoil undergoing oscillations
as depicted in Figure 5.1, where the mass of system is concentrated at the center of mass,
and the structural elasticity is reduced to one spring and one damper in each of the pitch
and plunge directions. With the assumption of linear elasticity, the system is governed by a
static linear equation that accounts for the mean angle of attack (AOA), α0 :
Kα (α0 − αe0 ) = q∞ c2 sCm0

(5.1)

and a set of linear differential equations to model the structural dynamics. These equations
are given as
mh ḧ + Sα α̈ + Th ḣ + Kh h = −q∞ csCl

(5.2a)

Sα ḧ + Iα α̈ + Tα α̇ + Kα α = q∞ c2 sCm

(5.2b)

where αe0 is the AOA at the static balance condition in still air. As explained by Thomas
et al. [156], the equation for the mean plunging displacement is decoupled from Eqs. (5.1)
and (5.2) and is not considered here. After nondimensionalization (by taking the full chord
length c as the reference length), Eq. (5.1) takes the following form

α0 = αe0 +
1

8Ṽ 2
Cm0
πµrα2

(5.3)

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in AIAA Journal 56 (8), 3138-3152 titled
“Improved One-Shot Approach for Modeling Viscous Transonic Limit Cycle Oscillations” (2018), and also in
an earlier version as AIAA Paper 2018-0460 titled “An Improved One-Shot Approach for Modeling Viscous
Transonic Limit Cycle Oscillations” (2018). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author
was the primary investigator and author of these two papers. Copyrights of both versions are held by Hang
Li and Kivanc Ekici.
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Figure 5.1: A two degree-of-freedom pitch-plunge aeroelastic model.
Furthermore, the nondimensionalized version of Eq. (5.2) can be written in a matrix-vector
form as
M θ 00 +

1
4
1
T θ0 +
Kθ =
σ
2
πµ
Ṽ
Ṽ

(5.4)

where M , T and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices defined by


mh
2
xα
;
M =  m0
2xα rα2



 
ωh
4ζh ωα
0
;
T =
2
0
2ζα rα

  2

ωh
2
0

K =  ωα
2
0
rα

In addition, σ is the vector containing aerodynamic forces, θ is the vector of structural
variables, Ṽ is the reduced velocity, µ is the mass ratio, and ω̃ is the reduced frequency
written respectively as




−Cl
;
σ=
2Cm

 
h/c
θ =  ;
α

Ṽ =

U∞
;
ωα c

µ=

m0
;
πρ∞ b2 s

ω̃ =

ωc
U∞

Note that the definitions of reduced velocity, Ṽ , and mass ratio, µ, for pitch-plunge airfoil
system are different from those for a general three-dimensional system derived in Section 2.1.
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For convenience, Eq. (5.4) can be recast into the state-space form as
η 0 + Cη + Rf = 0

(5.5)

where




h/c





 α 
; C = 
η=


(h/c)0 


0
α





−I

0
1
M −1 K
Ṽ 2

1
Ṽ

M −1 T



; R = 

0

0

4
0 −M −1 πµ



0




 0 

; f = 


 −Cl 


2Cm


Equation (5.5) can be written in HB form and augmented by a pseudo-time term so that
∂η ∗
+ ω̃Dη ∗ + Cη ∗ + Rf ∗ = 0
∂τs

5.2

(5.6)

Setup of Initial Conditions2

In this section, simple guidelines for initializing flutter solutions for pitch-plunge airfoils
(Figure 5.1) in the One-shot approach are provided, in which the initial conditions for reduced
frequency ω̃ and reduced velocity Ṽ are investigated first. These two parameters are defined
by
ω̃ =

ωc
;
U∞

Ṽ =

U∞
ωα c

(5.7)

If one assumes that the flutter frequency, ω, is close to the natural frequency of pitching,
ωα , the initial guesses of ω̃in and Ṽin would be the reciprocal of each other. For example, if
an initial guess of 2.0 is picked for Ṽin , then the initial guess of ω̃in would be taken as 0.5.
Next, the initial conditions for the structural unknowns in η are investigated. With the
pitching amplitude, ᾱ, prescribed to have a small value, the initial guess for the plunging
2

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Journal of Fluids and Structures 82,
651-671 titled “A Novel Approach for Flutter Prediction of Pitch-Plunge Airfoils Using an Efficient One-Shot
Method ” (October 2018). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author was the primary
investigator and author of this paper. The Elsevier’s copyright policies permit the material in the paper to
be included, in full or in part, into authors’ thesis or dissertation for non-commercial purposes.
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amplitude, h̄in , can be set directly to a small value, or by providing the initial guess of
plunging-pitching amplitude ratio in non-dimensional form, h̄in /(ᾱc), where c is the chord
length of airfoil (see Figure 5.1). In this work, the initial guess for h̄in is set to be the
plunging displacement of the airfoil trailing edge at the maximum pitching angle. Denoting
the non-dimensional position of elastic axis behind leading edge as e, and assuming a small
pitching amplitude, one gets
ᾱ ≈ sin ᾱ =

h̄in
(1 − e)c

(5.8)

so that
h̄in
≈1−e
ᾱ c

(5.9)

It can be seen that for a specific aeroelastic model, the initial guess of amplitude ratio
h̄in /(ᾱc) obtained using Eq. (5.9) would be a fixed value determined by the position of
elastic axis. In addition, the plunging and pitching motions are initially set to be in phase,
i.e., φh − φα = 0.

5.3

Flat Plate in Low Speed Inviscid Flow3

In this section, a relatively simple two-DOF flat plate in the incompressible and inviscid
flow regime taken from the work of Fung [47] is studied in which the fluid and structural
parameters are set up to simulate the cross section of a suspension bridge. The elastic axis is
located at the mid-chord point, and no structural damping is included. The non-dimensional
parameters of this aeroelastic model are summarized in Table 5.1.
For this case, Fung [47] calculated the unsteady aerodynamic forces using the Theodorsen’s
method and plotted the real and imaginary parts of the flutter determinant over a range
of prescribed reduced frequency values. The intersection of two lines indicated the flutter
3

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Journal of Fluids and Structures 82,
651-671 titled “A Novel Approach for Flutter Prediction of Pitch-Plunge Airfoils Using an Efficient One-Shot
Method ” (October 2018). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author was the primary
investigator and author of this paper. The Elsevier’s copyright policies permit the material in the paper to
be included, in full or in part, into authors’ thesis or dissertation for non-commercial purposes.
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Table 5.1: Non-dimensional parameters of the two-DOF flat plate aeroelastic model.

plunging mass-wing mass ratio, mh /m0
elastic axis position, e
airfoil static unbalance, xα
radius of gyration (squared), rα2
natural frequency ratio, ωh /ωα
plunge damping coefficient, ζh
pitch damping coefficient, ζα
mass ratio, µ

Flat plate
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.6222
0.5671
0.0
0.0
40.0

point. In this One-shot analysis, the freestream Mach number is set to a small value, i.e.,
M∞ = 0.145, to ensure that the flow is in the incompressible regime. An O-type mesh with
129×129 nodes in the streamwise and normal directions [92] is used to discretize the flow
field around the flat plate. A close-up view of this mesh is shown in Figure 5.2. In addition,
the implicit pseudo-time step is taken as ∆τs = 20 for the CSD solver, which is run at every
50 iterations of the CFD solver. The mean AOA, α0 , at the flutter point is set to be zero,
and the following initial conditions are used to start the One-shot solution process:
ω̃in = 0.25;

Ṽin = 4.0;

h̄in
= 0.5;
ᾱ c

φhin − φα = 0

(5.10)

The flutter results from the One-shot method using different prescribed pitching
amplitudes (ᾱ) are tabulated in Table 5.2. It can be seen that, the overall agreement of
the One-shot predictions with the results of Fung [47] is good. The differences between
these two approaches are mainly due to different methods used for modeling unsteady flow
fields (Theodorsen’s vs. CFD). To investigate the effect of the prescribed pitch amplitude
on the flutter results, the order of the prescribed ᾱ is progressively reduced. As can be
seen, ω̃f and Ṽf reach a four digit accuracy when the value of ᾱ is as small as 0.001 (deg).
For the case of smallest ᾱ, the convergence histories of the One-shot solver are plotted in
Figure 5.3. Clearly, all aeroelastic solutions, including both aerodynamic and structural
variables, converge simultaneously albeit slowly. Note that in this specific case, the overall
convergence rate is relatively low and a large number of aeroelastic iterations is needed to
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Figure 5.2: Close-up view of the 129×129 O-type inviscid mesh around a flat plate [92].

Table 5.2: Comparison of flutter results of flat plate case at low speed flow condition.

Fung, Theodorsen’s method [47]
One-shot, ᾱ = 0.1(deg)
One-shot, ᾱ = 0.01(deg)
One-shot, ᾱ = 0.001(deg)

ω̃f
Ṽf
0.46403712 1.73930589
0.45783395 1.75064430
0.45765975 1.75118286
0.45768325 1.75112736

0

CFD solver
CSD solver
Reduced frequency
Reduced velocity

Log (Residual)

-5

-10

-15

0

10000

20000
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Figure 5.3: Convergence history of the flat plate case with ᾱ = 0.001(deg).
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get all flutter solutions converged, at least to single-precision (10−7 ∼ 10−8 ). This is mainly
due to the fact that a compressible flow solver is used to model incompressible flow [29].
More importantly, the aerodynamic forces generated by a flat plate in low speed flow at such
small AOA are very small values. In turn, the numerical errors may become relatively large
which could hinder convergence.
In spite of the apparent low convergence rate, this flat plate aeroelastic model successfully
demonstrates the ability of the One-shot method to predict the flutter onset condition in a
very novel way. In the following sections, the advantages of the One-shot method will be
further investigated for transonic flutter cases.

5.4

NACA 64A010 Airfoil in Transonic Inviscid Flow

In this section, based on the symmetric NACA 64A010 airfoil, a benchmark LCO model from
Thomas et al. [154] and the classic flutter model of Isogai [84, 85] in inviscid transonic flow
with no structural damping are investigated to validate and verify the dynamic aeroelastic
analysis using the One-shot method. The non-dimensional parameters and flow conditions
of the above-mentioned aeroelastic models are summarized in Table 5.3.

5.4.1

Validation and Verification of the HB-CFD Solver4

The HB-CFD solver used in this work has been extensively validated and verified for
steady/unsteady, inviscid/viscous flows in earlier studies [76, 73, 29, 30].

For brevity,

those results will not be repeated here. However, the experimental AGARD CT5 and CT6
cases [26, 96] are considered in which both of airfoils undergo purely sinusoidal pitching
motion at low frequencies. The conditions of these two benchmark cases are provided in
Table 5.4. For both test cases, three CFD meshes with 129 × 41, 161 × 47 and 269 × 63
4

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Aerospace Science and Technology
69, 686-699 titled “Revisiting the One-Shot Method for Modeling Limit Cycle Oscillations: Extension to
Two-Degree-of-Freedom Systems” (October 2017). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation
author was the primary investigator and author of this paper. The Elsevier’s copyright policies permit the
material in the paper to be included, in full or in part, into authors’ thesis or dissertation for non-commercial
purposes.
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Table 5.3: Non-dimensional parameters and flow conditions of LCO and flutter models of
the NACA 64A010 airfoil.

mh /m0
elastic axis position, e
airfoil static unbalance, xα
radius of gyration (squared), rα2
natural frequency ratio, ωh /ωα
plunge damping coefficient, ζh
pitch damping coefficient, ζα
mass ratio, µ
freestream Mach number, M a∞
flow condition

LCO, Thomas et al. [154]
1.0
0.2
0.25
0.75
0.5
0.0
0.0
75.0
0.8
inviscid

Flutter, Isogai [84, 85]
1.0
-0.5
1.8
3.48
1.0
0.0
0.0
60.0
multiple Mach numbers
inviscid

nodes in the streamwise and normal directions are generated for grid convergence studies,
and multiple number of harmonics are used to investigate harmonic mode convergence.
Unsteady CFD Results for the CT5 Case
First, a grid convergence study is conducted. Results of dynamic lift and moment coefficients
under a periodic pitching motion are plotted in Figure 5.4 together with experimental
data. These results are obtained using three harmonics. One can clearly see that the three
meshes with different resolutions produce almost identical results indicating grid convergence.
Therefore, the 129 × 41 mesh was chosen for the remainder of this case.
It must be noted that the lift coefficients are under-predicted over the entire pitching cycle
when compared with experimental results. For moment coefficient, the overall agreement
with the experimental data appears to be better. Note that similar discrepancies between
experimental and numerical results were reported in several previous studies [169, 24] and
numerical results in Figure 5.4 are consistent with those previous works.
Next, the number of harmonics required to obtain “mode converged” solutions using the
HB CFD solver is investigated. As such, the CT5 case was run for five different number of
harmonics (2, 3, 5, 7, 9), and the results for dynamic lift and moment coefficients are shown
in Figure 5.5. It can be seen that the unsteady lift can be accurately modeled using only
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Table 5.4: Specifications of AGARD CT5 and CT6
cases [26, 96].
Parameter
airfoil
mean AOA, αm
amplitude of AOA, ᾱ
Mach number, M∞
reduced frequency, ω̃
pitching axis
reference point of Cl and Cm
a

CT5
NACA0012
0.016 (deg)
2.51 (deg)
0.755
0.0814a
0.25 c
0.25 c

CT6
NACA64A010
0.0 (deg)
1.02 (deg)
0.796
0.202a
0.248 c
0.25 c

Based on half chord b
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Figure 5.4: Grid convergence study of the AGARD CT5 case.
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Figure 5.5: Harmonic mode convergence study of the AGARD CT5 case.
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3.0

two harmonics although five harmonics are required to reach mode convergence when the
moment coefficient is considered.
Unsteady CFD Results for the CT6 Case
Similar to the CT5 case, a grid convergence study is conducted first for the CT6 case. The
results of lift and moment coefficients over an entire pitching cycle together with experimental
data of CT6 case are plotted in Figure 5.6. For these results, three harmonics are retained
in the CFD solver. From Figure 5.6, one can see that the lift coefficient is in good agreement
with the experimental data although visible differences exist. However, for the moment
coefficient, the numerical results deviate significantly from the experimental data. It must
be noted that, despite this large discrepancy, the numerical results in Figure 5.6 are consistent
with those reported by Pierce and Alonso [128] and McMullen et al. [114].
Next, we compare the results for three different meshes. It is apparent that for both lift
and moment coefficients, the mesh with lowest resolution (129 × 41) closely match the finer
meshes indicating grid convergence. Therefore, the 129 × 41 mesh is chosen to model the
unsteady flow field of the NACA 64A010 airfoil.
Figure 5.7 shows the static pressure contours at seven sub-time levels spanning the period
of vibration. One can clearly see the interesting flow field with the unsteady shock movement
(due to pitching) on the suction and pressure sides of the airfoil surface.
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(a) Lift coefficient.
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Figure 5.6: Grid convergence study of the AGARD CT6 case.
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(a) Sub-time level 1.

(b) Sub-time level 2.

(c) Sub-time level 3.

(d) Sub-time level 4.

(e) Sub-time level 5.

(f ) Sub-time level 6.

(g) Sub-time level 7.

Figure 5.7: Pressure contours around the NACA 64A010 airfoil of the AGARD CT6 case
based on 129 × 41 mesh.
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A harmonic mode convergence study is presented next to ensure that enough number
of harmonics are retained in modeling the time-periodic flow field. Based on the selected
129 × 41 mesh, the results of lift and moment coefficients with different number of harmonics
(1, 2, 3, 5, 7) are shown in Figure 5.8. One can see that although a single harmonic seems to
be adequate for predicting the lift coefficient with certain accuracy, at least two harmonics
are necessary to achieve mode convergence for the moment coefficient. Generally speaking,
for cases with moderate levels of nonlinearity (such as airfoils undergoing moderate levels
of vibration) three harmonics appear to produce mode converged solutions. As such, three
harmonics are used for the LCO computations presented in the remainder of this section.

5.4.2

Thomas et al.’s LCO Model5

To validate the application of the One-shot method to two-DOF LCO prediction, the NACA
64A010 airfoil undergoing pitch/plunge oscillations for a free stream Mach number of 0.8
and a mean AOA of zero [154] is considered. This flow condition is expected to trigger
a moderately nonlinear LCO behavior due to shock oscillations. For this problem, three
harmonics are retained for both CFD and CSD solvers, although one harmonic would be
enough to resolve the structural response [154], which is based on a linear governing equation.
The use of the same number of harmonics in both solvers simplifies the exchange of data,
and no interpolation (or extrapolation) is needed for this purpose.
By using a classical flutter determinant method as outlined in the work of Thomas et
al. [154, 156] and also in Appendix C.3, the following flutter point conditions are obtained
first:
ω̃f = 0.2262;

Ṽf = 2.8508;

ωf
= 0.6449;
ωα

5


<

h̄
ᾱ c




= 3.1790;

f

=

h̄
ᾱ c


= 0.9356
f

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Aerospace Science and Technology
69, 686-699 titled “Revisiting the One-Shot Method for Modeling Limit Cycle Oscillations: Extension to
Two-Degree-of-Freedom Systems” (October 2017). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation
author was the primary investigator and author of this paper. The Elsevier’s copyright policies permit the
material in the paper to be included, in full or in part, into authors’ thesis or dissertation for non-commercial
purposes.
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Figure 5.8: Harmonic mode convergence study of the AGARD CT6 case.
Next, the HB/LCO solver was run for four different cases with different prescribed pitch
amplitudes, ᾱ. Note that the flutter onset conditions given above were used as initial guesses
for these runs to speed up overall convergence of the Newton-Raphson iterations. Results of
these runs are tabulated in Table 5.5. It is seen that these four cases result in different values
of reduced velocity, Ṽ , i.e., different flight conditions. Traditionally, the flight condition is
usually defined as a combination of altitude and Mach number. However, the aeroelastic
governing equation used in this chapter does not explicitly contain these two parameters.
Instead, the mass ratio, µ, which is a function of altitude, and the reduced velocity, which is
dependent on the flight speed are used to define different flight conditions. In the later part
of this case study, the value of mass ratio will be fixed, and the value of reduced velocity is
simply adjusted to represent different flight conditions. Once LCO solutions were obtained
using the HB/LCO technique, Case 1 was chosen first to validate the One-shot method.
Note that the HB/LCO solver uses the pitch amplitude (ᾱ) as the input for the aeroelastic
solver whereas the time-accurate solver uses the reduced velocity (Ṽ ) as the input. For
this aeroelastic model, the reduced velocity is chosen as the input in the One-shot method.
Therefore, for verification purposes a reduced velocity value of 3.0256 is prescribed in the
time-accurate and One-shot solvers, and see if the other aeroelastic variables can be recovered
accurately. Note that, the same initial condition (θ̄ = [0.1157, 0.0367(rad)]T ) based on the
linear flutter onset was used for both solvers. For the time-accurate analysis, the physical
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Table 5.5: Results of HB/LCO solver for different LCO cases of the NACA 64A010 airfoil.

Case
Case
Case
Case

1
2
3
4

ᾱ (deg, input)
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5

ω̃
0.2183
0.2218
0.2243
0.2259

Ṽ
3.0256
2.9477
2.8923
2.8580

h̄0
0.1192
0.0883
0.0584
0.0291

time step, ∆t, is set to 0.05 for both CFD and CSD solvers. Although not shown here,
for this value of ∆t, the time-accurate solver achieves a timestep convergence. Next, the
history of pitching amplitude is shown in Figure 5.9, which shows that limit-cycle is reached
somewhere between 20 to 35 periods.
For the One-shot analysis, the initial guess of reduced frequency is set to the flutter
frequency ω̃f . In addition, the CSD solver is run at every 100 iterations of the CFD solver,
and a pseudo-time step of 50.0 was used for the CSD solver. As will be shown later, values
of ∆τ = 50 ∼ 60 result in the best convergence rate for this case. Note that, the choice of
the number iterations for the CFD solver in an aeroelastic iteration is more art than science.
As a rule of thumb, if the iteration count is set to too small of a value, the residual of CFD
solver could not be driven down within one global aeroelastic iteration. On the other hand,
large CFD iteration counts may increase the computational cost significantly. Experience
has shown that for the cases considered in this work, 80 ∼ 100 of CFD iterations provide
optimal convergence rate for the overall aeroelastic system.
Using the above inputs, the One-shot solver reaches convergence in only 600 iterations.
For comparison, the results from the One-shot, HB/LCO and time-accurate solvers are
tabulated in Table 5.6. One can see that the agreement between One-shot and HB/LCO
results is excellent. The time-accurate method results in slightly larger pitching and plunging
amplitudes. This could be due to the fact that the time-accurate method implemented in
this work is not truly second-order. Also, the results from the One-shot method is believed
to be more accurate. Furthermore, the converged values for displacements and velocities
for each sub-time level (obtained from the One-shot method) are provided in Figure 5.10
together with the loci obtained using the time-accurate solver. As can be seen, there is very
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Figure 5.9: Time history of pitching displacement of LCO Case 1 of the NACA 64A010
airfoil.
Table 5.6: Comparison of results of LCO Case 1 of the NACA 64A010 airfoil from different
methods.
One-shot
HB/LCO
Time-Accurate
Ṽ
3.0256 (input)
3.0256
3.0256 (input)
ω̃
0.2183
0.2183
0.2184
ᾱ (deg)
2.0076
2.0000 (input)
2.0501
0
h̄
0.1196
0.1192
0.1214

0.03

One-Shot
Time-Accurate

0.4

One-Shot
Time-Accurate

.
Plunging Velocity - h′

.
Pitching Velocity - α
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0.2
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Figure 5.10: Velocity-displacement plots for the predicted LCO solution of the NACA
64A010 airfoil.
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good agreement between the two techniques with the One-shot method being much more
computationally efficient.
Next the convergence of the LCO frequency is presented in Figure 5.11. The value of the
reduced frequency ω̃ quickly converges to its final value of 0.2183 using Eq. (3.6).
Next, to provide some guidance on the selection of the pseudo time step of the CSD
solver, the convergence behavior is investigated. Figure 5.12 shows the convergence histories
of residual of ω̃ for different step sizes. It is clear that the case of ∆τ = 50 shows the fastest
convergence rate. In addition, all cases attain convergence before reaching 700 iterations.
This observation offers a wide range of acceptable pseudo time steps with 50 being the
optimal step for this problem.
The convergence histories for both CFD and CSD residuals are presented in Figure 5.13.
One can see that the One-shot method drives both solvers to convergence simultaneously.
Note that the residual of the CSD solver converges at a level slightly above the machine
zero. This is mainly because of the fact that a small amount of artificial energy exists in
the system. Despite this deficiency, the convergence level of the CSD solver is still good
enough to accurately model the LCO behavior. For comparison purposes, the structural
residual vs. CPU time for both the One-shot solver and the HB/LCO solver is provided
in Figure 5.14, which shows the apparent advantage of the One-shot method in terms of
computational efficiency. This advantage becomes more evident when the computational
times are further compared to the time-accurate approach given in Figure 5.9. It is apparent
that the One-shot approach is around 15-25 times faster than its time-accurate counterpart.
In order to further test the One-shot method, the three remaining cases in Table 5.5 were
run. The plots for LCO amplitudes of first harmonic as functions of reduced velocity and
frequency ratio are given in Figure 5.15. Also included are the results for the same case as
reported by Yao and Marques [169]. It is apparent that the One-shot, the HB/LCO and the
time-accurate solvers give almost identical results. The curves in these two plots bend to
the right, which indicates a benign LCO behavior occurs. This trend of LCO is consistent
with that reported by Thomas et al. [154] and Yao and Marques [169]. The discrepancies of
results between this work and Yao and Marques [169] are probably due to different solvers
used with different numerical schemes. Next, the values of calculated reduced frequencies
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Figure 5.11: Convergence history of reduced frequency, ω̃, of the NACA 64A010 airfoil
LCO Case 1.
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for a range of reduced velocities are presented at the bottom of Figure 5.15. Apparently, all
three methods agree very well with each other in determining the LCO frequency.
Finally, it is worth noting that One-shot method ensures the convergence even when the
initial guess is far from the final solution. To demonstrate this, Case 2 and Case 3 were run
with the same initial guess and numerical setups of Case 1 (except for the input reduced
velocity values). As shown in Figure 5.16, both cases converge within reasonable number of
iterations demonstrating the robustness of the One-shot method.

5.4.3

Isogai’s Flutter Model6

The next aeroelastic model to be studied is the benchmark flutter model of Isogai [84, 85],
for which the elastic axis is placed in front of the leading edge by half chord length. This
setup mimics vibrational characteristics of a section of a sweptback wing [84]. For the NACA
64A010 airfoil in this case, a 257×129 inviscid mesh is used which is shown in Figure 5.17.
For verification of this new mesh, a steady case at M∞ = 0.85 and zero AOA is run using
the HB-CFD solver by setting the number of harmonics to zero. The converged pressure
field is shown in Figure 5.18, in which the shock at both suction and pressure sides of airfoil
is clearly captured. Also presented in Figure 5.18 is the airfoil surface pressure coefficient
distribution, which has a very good agreement with the results of Hall et al. [60].
For this flutter case, the implicit CSD solver is set up to run at every 100 iterations of
the CFD solver in the One-shot solver. The pseudo-time step for the CSD solver is set to be
∆τs = 100. The flutter boundary is determined for Mach numbers ranging from 0.75 to 0.9.
For all investigated Mach numbers, the pitching amplitude, ᾱ, is prescribed as 0.001 (deg),
and the value of α0 at the flutter point is taken to be zero. The flutter boundary results of
this case are represented using the flutter index denoted as f i, which is defined by
2Ṽf
fi = √
µ
6

(5.11)

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Journal of Fluids and Structures 82,
651-671 titled “A Novel Approach for Flutter Prediction of Pitch-Plunge Airfoils Using an Efficient One-Shot
Method ” (October 2018). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author was the primary
investigator and author of this paper. The Elsevier’s copyright policies permit the material in the paper to
be included, in full or in part, into authors’ thesis or dissertation for non-commercial purposes.
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Figure 5.15: Plots of the NACA 64A010 airfoil LCO results.
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Figure 5.17: Close-up view of the 257×129 O-type inviscid mesh around the NACA 64A010
airfoil.
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For the first set of runs, the following initial guesses are used:
ω̃in = 0.5;

Ṽin = 2.0;

h̄in
= 1.5;
ᾱ c

φhin − φα = 0

(5.12)

Next, the predicted flutter boundary is plotted in Figure 5.19 (red diamonds) together with
results of Alonso and Jameson [2], Hall et al. [60], and Timme and Badcock [157]. As can be
seen, the One-shot solver successfully captures the lower branch of the flutter boundary,
which is in good agreement with results reported in the literature. For demonstration
purposes, the convergence history of One-shot solver at M∞ = 0.87 is plotted in Figure 5.20,
which shows that all aeroelastic solutions [Eq. 3.2] are driven to convergence simultaneously
within only 500 aeroelastic iterations.
Furthermore, at some higher transonic Mach numbers where the upper branch of flutter
boundary exists, the One-shot solver is able to capture that branch by using different initial
guess values (e.g. ω̃in = 0.1 and Ṽin = 10.0). The results of upper flutter boundary are also
provided in Figure 5.19 (red squares), which show an excellent agreement with the results
of Hall et al. [60].
If the number and locations of the bifurcations are not known a priori, one may sweep
forward and backward over a reasonable range of Ṽin values to capture all possible flutter
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Figure 5.19: Flutter boundary results of the two-DOF NACA 64A010 airfoil aeroelastic
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points. In cases for which multiple branches exist, the One-shot solver converges to the
flutter point closest to the initial guess. As an example, Figure 5.21 shows the convergence
histories of Ṽf at M∞ = 0.87 for both lower and upper flutter boundaries under different
initial conditions. It can be seen that, when the initial reduced velocity is taken to be
between 2.0 and 4.0, the flutter solution converges to the lower branch where the converged
value of the reduced flutter velocity is 2.334. This flutter velocity corresponds to a flutter
index, f i, of 0.603. In contrast, when the initial guess for the reduced velocity is high, the
flutter solution converges to the upper branch (Ṽf = 7.914 or f i = 2.043).
In the discussion of the One-shot method in Section 3.2, it was emphasized that when
the phase of pitching motion, φα , was reset to a prescribed value after each aeroelastic
iteration, the phase of plunging, φh , had to be shifted by the same amount to keep the
updated phase difference (φh − φα ) unchanged. The importance of this phase correction
is demonstrated in Figure 5.22. One can see that without the plunging phase correction
(plotted with blue circles), the predicted flutter boundary deviates significantly for higher
Mach numbers, where the unsteady aerodynamic forces may be very sensitive to the phase
lag between each DOF. Although the One-shot solver converges without the plunging phase
correction and mathematically satisfies both the CFD and the CSD equations, only the
results with plunge phase correction make physical sense as depicted in the plot.
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Figure 5.21: Convergence histories of Ṽf of the NACA 64A010 airfoil under different initial
conditions for both lower and upper flutter point at M∞ = 0.87.
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NACA 64A010 airfoil in the One-shot method.

5.5

NLR 7301 Supercritical Airfoil in Transonic Inviscid and Viscous Flows

In this section, the One-shot method is further assessed on two aeroelastic models based on
the NLR 7301 supercritical airfoil, including an LCO model in turbulent transonic flow regime
experimentally studied by Schewe and Deyhle [139] and a flutter model in subsonic-transonic
flow regime experimentally tested by Dietz et al. [28]. The non-dimensional parameters
and flow conditions of those two aeroelastic models, including the structural damping, are
summarized in Table 5.7.
Compared with the NACA 64A010 airfoil investigated in the previous section, the NLR
7301 supercritical airfoil studied here is supposed to suffer from stronger aerodynamic
nonlinearities due to moving shocks and shock-boundary layer interactions when undergoing
pitch-plunge oscillations in transonic flow regimes, making the corresponding aeroelastic
analysis more challenging. Despite this, numerical results in later sections demonstrate that
the One-shot method can solve these non-linear dynamic aeroelastic problems in an efficient
and robust way compared to other established methods.
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Table 5.7: Non-dimensional parameters and flow conditions of LCO and flutter models of
the NLR 7301 airfoil.

mh /m0
elastic axis position, e
airfoil static unbalance, xα
radius of gyration (squared), rα2
natural frequency ratio, ωh /ωα
plunge damping coefficient, ζh
pitch damping coefficient, ζα
mass ratio, µ
freestream Mach number, M a∞
flow condition
a

LCO, Schewe and Deyhle [139] Flutter, Dietz et al. [28]
5.729
1.0
0.25
0.25
0.555
0.0858
0.822
0.1767
1.83
0.6886
0.0175
0.0038
0.00411
0.0013
172.0
varied by Mach numbera
0.75
multiple Mach numbers
viscous
inviscid & viscous

Details are provided in Table 5.11

5.5.1

Validation and Verification of the Viscous HB-CFD Solver7

For further validation and verification of the HB-CFD solver incorporated in the One-shot
aeroelastic framework, the viscous transonic flow about the NLR 7301 airfoil considered for
aeroelastic (LCO and flutter) calculations in the latter sections is investigated. The specific
case considered for steady CFD validation is the MP77 test case defined in the experimental
work of Schewe and Deyhle [139]. This test case is originally reported to have a freestream
Mach number of 0.768, a mean AOA of 1.28 degrees and a Reynolds number of 1.727 × 106 .
However, these reported values do not account for wind tunnel walls and many investigators
have sought ways to compensate for the wall effects [161, 156]. In this study the approach
proposed by Thomas et al. [156] is adopted and the freestream Mach number is fixed at
0.75 and the AOA is tuned until the mean value of the experimental lift coefficient (0.27)
is matched. This condition is satisfied for a mean AOA of −0.1 (deg) using the current
CFD solver and the computed surface pressure distribution is compared to the experimental
data in Figure 5.23. Although there are visible differences, the overall agreement with the
7

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in AIAA Journal 56 (8), 3138-3152 titled
“Improved One-Shot Approach for Modeling Viscous Transonic Limit Cycle Oscillations” (2018), and also in
an earlier version as AIAA Paper 2018-0460 titled “An Improved One-Shot Approach for Modeling Viscous
Transonic Limit Cycle Oscillations” (2018). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author
was the primary investigator and author of these two papers. Copyrights of both versions are held by Hang
Li and Kivanc Ekici.
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experiment appears to be good. These results were obtained for a grid with 257 × 129 mesh
points, which was determined to have adequate resolution after a grid convergence study.
Next, the airfoil is assumed to pitch about its quarter chord (elastic axis) with a reduced
frequency of 0.3. For these unsteady computations, the amplitude of the pitching is taken
to be 3 degrees. Four different grids with 129 × 129, 193 × 129, 257 × 129 and 385 × 257
nodes in the streamwise and normal directions are generated for a grid convergence study
based on unsteady computations. For all four meshes the far field boundary is placed at
100 chord lengths. Results of time-periodic dynamic lift and moment coefficients are plotted
in Figure 5.24. For these results, three harmonics are retained in the HB/CFD solver. It
can be seen that, the grid with the 257 × 129 resolution agrees well with the finer mesh
(385 × 257) indicating grid convergence. These trends are also consistent with the steady
grid convergence study, which is not included here for brevity. Therefore, the 257 × 129 mesh
is chosen to model the unsteady flow field for the rest of this work. Figure 5.25 provides a
close-up view of this mesh for which the maximum y + is less than 0.1 for all cases presented.
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of the computed surface pressure coefficient with experimental
data for the NLR 7301 airfoil [139].
Next, a harmonic mode convergence study is conducted to ensure that enough number
of harmonics are retained in modeling the time-periodic flow field. Based on the selected
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Figure 5.24: Grid convergence study for the NLR 7301 airfoil.

Figure 5.25: Closeup view of the O-type 257 × 129 viscous mesh around the NLR 7301
airfoil.
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257 × 129 mesh, the results of lift and moment coefficients for different number of harmonics
(1, 2, 3, 5, 7) are shown in Figure 5.26. As can be seen, the unsteady lift can be accurately
resolved using five harmonics. For the moment coefficient, the results of five and seven
harmonics are close to each other, although some discrepancies are visible. Considering that
computational cost scales linearly with the number of harmonics and that the CFD solver
is the most expensive part of the aeroelastic solver, five harmonics are retained for the LCO
computations presented in the remainder of this section.
Next, the Mach number contours at six different sub-time levels spanning the period
of vibration are plotted in Figure 5.27. One can clearly see the complex flow field with
unsteady shock movement and shock induced boundary layer separation. It must be noted
that the computational cost for obtaining these results was approximately 12 times the cost
of the steady solver. This makes the HB-based CFD analysis very attractive compared to a
time-accurate/time-domain solution approach, which can have around 100 times the cost of
the steady solution as will be demonstrated later for a fully-coupled aeroelastic test case.
In order to gain more confidence in the ability of the current HB-CFD solver to model
time-periodic flow fields accurately, an additional forced pitching case for the NLR 7301
airfoil is considered next. This configuration was also studied by Voß and Hippe [159] using
DLR’s TAU code, and the conditions are provided below:
α0 = 0.46(deg);

ᾱ = 0.5(deg);

Re∞ = 2.3 × 106

The HB solver was run for multiple M∞ values ranging from 0.55 to 0.77 and for two ω̃ values,
namely 0.05 and 0.1. The magnitude and the phase of the first harmonic of the lift coefficient
are compared to those reported by Voß and Hippe [159] in Figure 5.28. Apparently, the
dependency of amplitude of lift coefficient on the frequency and Mach number predicted by
the HB/CFD solver is consistent with what was presented in the work of Voß and Hippe [159]
although current results are slightly lower. The location of the “dip” predicted by two solvers
show a good agreement. In addition, the phase values are in good agreement in the subsonic
region, but have more pronounced differences in the transonic regime. These discrepancies
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Figure 5.26: Harmonic convergence study for the NLR 7301 airfoil.
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Figure 5.27: Unsteady Mach number contours of the pitching NLR 7301 airfoil.
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Figure 5.28: Comparison of lift coefficient for the pitching NLR 7301 airfoil [159].
may be attributed to differences in the numerical implementations used in two different CFD
solvers.

5.5.2

Schewe and Deyhle’s LCO Model8

As a precursor to the LCO computations, the flutter onset point is determined first since
it serves as a good initial guess for predicting LCO conditions. The mean AOA at the
flutter onset condition (α0f ) is set to −0.1(deg) to match the experimental lift coefficient
(Cl0 = 0.27) of the MP77 test case reported by Schewe and Deyhle [139]. The classical flutter
determinant method as outlined in the work of Thomas et al. [156] and also in Appendix C.3
is used and the following flutter onset conditions, which are approximated at a very small
pitching amplitude of ᾱ = 0.001(deg), are obtained:

ω̃f = 0.29153;

Ṽf = 2.61175;

<

h̄
ᾱ c

8




= 0.53575;
f

=

h̄
ᾱ c


= 0.10805
f

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in AIAA Journal 56 (8), 3138-3152 titled
“Improved One-Shot Approach for Modeling Viscous Transonic Limit Cycle Oscillations” (2018), and also in
an earlier version as AIAA Paper 2018-0460 titled “An Improved One-Shot Approach for Modeling Viscous
Transonic Limit Cycle Oscillations” (2018). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author
was the primary investigator and author of these two papers. Copyrights of both versions are held by Hang
Li and Kivanc Ekici.
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Next, the One-shot solver with prescribed reduced velocity Ṽ is used first to study the
LCO response of the two-DOF NLR 7301 aeroelastic model. Using the above the linear flutter
onset condition as the initial guess, the Ṽ is varied to determine possible LCO solutions. As
an example, the first harmonic of the LCO pitch amplitude predicted using the One-shot
approach is plotted in Figure 5.29a. It can be seen that a slight increase in the reduced
velocity from the flutter onset condition results in a significant jump in the LCO amplitude.
Such a sudden change can be indicative of an “Explosive LCO” behavior as depicted in
Figure 1.2b. After this jump, the LCO amplitude increases smoothly with increased reduced
velocity.
Next, the One-shot solver is run by decreasing the input value of Ṽ . If the initial condition
of the aeroelastic solution is taken to be that of the flutter onset, the One-shot method
converges to a trivial (static) solution. However, if the initial solution is taken to be the
first point after the jump and the reduced velocity is decreased below the flutter speed,
finite amplitude LCO solutions are obtained as shown in Figure 5.29b. As the reduced
velocity if further decreased, the predicted LCO solution ultimately goes to a trivial solution
immediately after passing the most left LCO point, rather than returning back to the flutter
point. The “hysteresis” in the solution can be effectively captured using the current approach
and the findings are consistent with the theory as explained by Dowell and Tang [37]. As
a result, the One-shot method with prescribed Ṽ can successfully capture the stable LCO
branch. However, it was found that the prescribed Ṽ approach is unable to determine
solutions on the unstable branch of the LCO. This deficiency may be due to the way that
the governing equations are set up. This type of behavior is commonly seen in fixed-point
iteration solutions of nonlinear equations and sometimes additional roots cannot be captured.
Therefore, modification to the original approach is needed to resolve the unstable branch.
Inspired by the HB/LCO approach of Thomas et al.[156], the obvious choice is to treat
the pitch amplitude ᾱ1 as the independent variable and the reduced velocity as well as the
reduced frequency as dependent variables of the aeroelastic system. In that regard, the Oneshot method can be modified to be able to prescribe the pitch amplitude ᾱ1 and determine
Ṽ as an unknown (which is essentially the inverse of the previous approach) as explained in
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Section 3.2.2. Figure 5.30 clearly shows that the unstable LCO branch can be successfully
captured with this modification providing a complete solution to the problem.
So far, only the results from the One-shot method are presented. However, for verification
purposes, comparison with other techniques is needed. In this respect, the same aeroelastic
model was studied using the in-house HB/LCO solver.

Those results are plotted in

Figure 5.31 together with the One-shot results discussed above. It is apparent that there is
an excellent agreement between the two techniques but the One-shot approach benefits from
increased computational efficiency, which will be demonstrated in the following text. For the
rest of this section, two cases are selected from Figure 5.31, one on the stable LCO branch
and another one on the unstable branch, to further verify the One-shot method in detail
and demonstrate its advantages over other established methods (such as HB/LCO and the
time-accurate techniques).
Case 1: Stable LCO Condition
For Case 1, a reduced velocity value of 3.2 is considered that lies on the stable branch of LCO.
Initially, the One-shot solver with prescribed Ṽ is run with the following initial conditions:

ω̃in = ω̃f ;

ᾱin = 1.5 (deg);

α0in = α0f ;

h̄1
c


= 0.01431;

φin = φf = 0.1987 (rad)

in

(5.13)
where φ is the phase lag between plunging and pitching motions. As the next step, the solver
is run to convergence and the following results are obtained:
ω̃ = 0.2434;

ᾱ1 = 3.1472 (deg);

h̄1
= 0.02876;
c

(5.14)

Numerical experiments on the choice of the pseudo timestep size and the number of inner
CFD iterations are shown in Figure 5.32. It must be noted that for the majority of the cases
studied using the One-shot approach, the convergence is not strongly dependent on the choice
of these two parameters, the pseudo timestep size and the number of inner iterations for the
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CFD solver. As such, we generally use a pseudo-time step of 100.0 and run the CSD solver
at every 100 iterations of the CFD solver.
For this case, the One-shot solver converges in only 900 aeroelastic iterations as
demonstrated in Figure 5.33. Also shown in the same figure is the convergence of the LCO
frequency. Clearly, the value of ω̃ quickly converges to its final value of 0.2434 by using the
update procedure discussed in Section 3.2.1. Next, the residual histories of both CFD and
CSD residuals are plotted in Figure 5.34, which shows that the One-shot method is able to
drive both solvers to convergence simultaneously and that the nominal convergence rate of
both solvers are similar.
Next, the same case is analyzed using the time-accurate aeroelastic solver. For this
analysis, the physical time step, ∆t, is set to 0.05 for both CFD and CSD solvers. Although
not shown here, this value of ∆t provides timestep convergence for the time-accurate
solver. Figure 5.35 shows the history of pitching displacement. It is clear that the limitcycle is reached somewhere between 20 to 25 periods. The computed LCO frequency is
literally identical to the value obtained from the One-shot solution although there are minor
differences in the computed pitch amplitude (3.1233 deg vs. 3.1472 deg).
To further compare the two solvers, the converged values of displacements and velocities
for each sub-time level are provided in Figure 5.36 together with the loci obtained using the
time-accurate solver. As can be seen, there is a good agreement between the two techniques
with the One-shot method being much more computationally efficient. Note that the timeaccurate solver gives slightly smaller pitch and plunge amplitudes. This is believed to be
because of the fact that the time-accurate solver used in this work is somewhere between
second and first order accurate. Also, it is believed that the One-shot method gives slightly
more accurate results. In any case, these results demonstrate the overall accuracy of the
current approach by directly comparing to a classical time-accurate approach.
In the next step, the converged value of the first harmonic of pitching amplitude ᾱ1 =
3.1472 (deg) from the One-shot solver (with prescribed Ṽ ) is used as an input for the Oneshot solver (with prescribed α̃1 ) as well as the HB/LCO solver. For the One-shot analysis
with prescribed ᾱ1 , the CSD solver needs to be called more frequently compared to the
prescribed Ṽ version to attain a comparable aeroelastic convergence rate. This is mainly
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0.03

due to the pitch amplitude being “fixed” after each aeroelastic iteration. In this case, the
CSD solver is run at every other 60 iterations of the CFD solver.
Finally, results from all four solvers are tabulated in Table 5.8. One can see that two
solvers (HB/LCO and One-shot with prescribed ᾱ1 ) produce identical results but have small
differences compared to the other two approaches (One-shot with prescribed Ṽ and timeaccurate). The discrepancies are believed to be mainly due to the use of one harmonic for
the HB/LCO and the One-shot (prescribed ᾱ1 ) solvers whereas it is believed to be due to
lower time accuracy in the time-domain solver.
In order to demonstrate the computational efficiency, the residual vs. CPU time of both
the One-shot solver and the HB/LCO solver are provided in Figure 5.37. It is seen that the
cost of the One-shot method is about half of that of the HB/LCO method. This advantage
becomes more evident when the computational times are further compared to the timeaccurate approach given in Figure 5.35. It is apparent that the One-shot approach is around
ten times faster than its time-accurate counterpart. Comparing two different versions of the
One-shot method, the approach of prescribed Ṽ appears to be slightly faster for this case.
For the One-shot method with prescribed Ṽ , the convergence of Case 1 presented above
is for a run with relatively small initial guesses of the vibration amplitudes (Eq. (5.13))
compared to the final converged solutions. In order to test the robustness of the approach,
the case is run one more time using the following initial conditions with relatively larger
amplitudes:

ω̃in = ω̃f ;

ᾱin = 4.0 (deg);

α0in = α0f ;

h̄1
c


= 0.03815;

φin = 0.0 (rad)

(5.15)

in

Table 5.8: Comparison of results of the NLR 7301 airfoil LCO Case 1 (stable condition)
from different methods.
Time-accurate One-shot, prescribed Ṽ One-shot, prescribed ᾱ1 HB/LCO
Ṽ
3.2 (input)
3.2 (input)
3.2638
3.2638
ω̃
0.2435
0.2434
0.2387
0.2387
ᾱ1 (deg)
3.1233
3.1472
3.1472 (input)
3.1472 (input)
h̄1 /c
0.02871
0.02876
0.02791
0.02791
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Figure 5.37: Comparison of computational cost of the NLR 7301 airfoil LCO Case 1 in
terms of CPU time.
The convergence histories of the CSD solver are plotted in Figure 5.38. It can be seen that
the One-shot method with prescribed Ṽ is able to converge to the final solution at similar
rates even when significantly different initial conditions are used.
Case 2: Unstable LCO Condition
The second test case is studied to demonstrate the ability of the One-shot solver to capture
the unstable branch of the LCO solution. For ᾱ1 = 0.5 (deg), results of the One-shot solver
and the HB/LCO solver are tabulated in Table 5.9. As expected, the results from both
solvers are identical. In addition, the convergence of ω̃ and Ṽ as well as their residuals from
the One-shot solver are plotted in Figure 5.39. Both ω̃ and Ṽ converge rapidly. In around
200 aeroelastic iterations they are accurate up to five digits.
Next, residuals of both CFD and CSD solvers are plotted in Figure 5.40, which
demonstrates a similar rate of convergence for both solvers. Machine accuracy is reached in
only 600 aeroelastic iterations for each solver. In terms of CPU time requirements, One-shot
method appears to be around two times faster than HB/LCO as shown in Figure 5.41. This
is consistent with the findings for Case 1.
Finally, the two solutions, one in the stable branch and the other in the unstable branch,
for the same value of Ṽ are compared. In order to investigate the LCO conditions at these
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Figure 5.38: Convergence histories of the CSD residual from different initial conditions for
the NLR 7301 airfoil LCO Case 1.
two points, the One-shot solver was run by prescribing Ṽ at 2.5556, which is the converged
result for Case 2 when the value of the pitch amplitude is prescribed (see Table 5.9). Results
of the predicted LCO condition on the stable branch are tabulated in Table 5.10 together
with the unstable results. One can see that ω̃ and the amplitude ratios, h̄1 /(ᾱ1 c), for both
stable and unstable LCO points are close to each other albeit small differences. However,
the phase φ is apparently different, and the phase of stable LCO point is somewhat smaller.

Comparison of Current Results to Other LCO Solutions
In previous sections, the One-shot solver was tested and verified against the HB/LCO and
time-accurate solvers developed in this work. In all comparisons, only the dependence of
the pitch amplitude on the reduced velocity was discussed. In this section, a comprehensive
comparison of One-shot results to those available in the literature is presented. For reference,
the LCO condition observed in the experimental work of Schewe and Deyhle [139] is also
included.
First, the results of pitching and plunging amplitudes are compared. From Figs. 5.42a
and 5.42c one can see that the One-shot solver predicts an explosive type of LCO for both
pitch and plunge degrees-of-freedom. Of all other results presented, only Thomas et al. [156]
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Table 5.9: Comparison of results of the NLR 7301 airfoil LCO Case 2 (unstable condition)
from different methods.
One-shot, prescribed ᾱ1
Ṽ
2.5556
ω̃
0.2975
ᾱ1 (deg)
0.5 (input)
h̄1 /c
0.004832

HB/LCO
2.5556
0.2975
0.5 (input)
0.004832

~
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Figure 5.39: Convergence histories for the NLR 7301 airfoil LCO Case 2.
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Figure 5.41: Computational cost for the NLR 7301 airfoil LCO Case 2.

Table 5.10: Comparison of the NLR 7301 airfoil LCO conditions at stable and unstable
branches (Ṽ =2.5556).
ω̃
Stable LCO
0.2981
Unstable LCO 0.2975

ᾱ1 (deg)
h̄1 /c
h̄1 /(ᾱ1 c)
1.7437
0.01713
0.5628
0.5
0.004832 0.5537
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φ (rad)
0.1375
0.1759

captured a similar LCO behavior. Aside from this, LCO amplitudes predicted in this study
appear to be in satisfactory agreement with the others. It must be noted that, modeling
transonic/viscous LCO phenomena for supercritical airfoils is especially challenging because
of the sensitivity of the shock location. As is well reported in the literature, slight differences
in CFD solvers may produce significantly different results.
Next, Figs. 5.42b and 5.42d are presented to show the dependence of mean pitch angle and
plunge displacement on the reduced velocity. One can see that on the stable LCO branch, the
mean positions of vibration have decreasing trends along with increasing reduced velocity.
On the unstable branch an interesting phenomenon is observed, which indicates that when
the reduced velocity is decreased, the mean plunge displacement initially decreases slightly.
However, around the smallest possible reduced velocity, the mean plunge displacement
suddenly increases and the solution jumps to the stable branch. In addition to the structural
deformations, the results of reduced frequency are provided in Figure 5.42e. As commonly
reported in the literature, the value of reduced frequency drops significantly when the value
of reduced velocity becomes larger. In contrast, the value of LCO frequency ratio has
the increasing trend, as shown in Figure 5.42f. Results of both LCO reduced frequency
and frequency ratio demonstrate an excellent agreement with the data available in the
literature[161, 147, 156, 76, 67].

5.5.3

Dietz et al.’s Flutter Model9

As the last test case in this chapter, the flutter boundaries of the NLR 7301 airfoil in both
inviscid and viscous subsonic-transonic flow regimes are studied using the One-shot approach.
For these runs, the elastic axis is located at the quarter-chord point for this configuration.
The flow conditions given in the second data group in Table 1 from Dietz et al. [28] are used
for current analyses. Here, the reference value of α0 is taken to be 0.83 (deg) although its
9

This section, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Journal of Fluids and Structures 82,
651-671 titled “A Novel Approach for Flutter Prediction of Pitch-Plunge Airfoils Using an Efficient One-Shot
Method ” (October 2018). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author was the primary
investigator and author of this paper. The Elsevier’s copyright policies permit the material in the paper to
be included, in full or in part, into authors’ thesis or dissertation for non-commercial purposes.
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Figure 5.42: Compilation of LCO results for the two-DOF aeroelastic configuration of the
NLR 7301 airfoil.
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value is reported to have a ±0.03 (deg) variance in the experiments. The selected group of
flow conditions is provided in Table 5.11 for completeness.
For this aeroelastic model, flutter boundaries are predicted using both inviscid and viscous
flow solvers. For viscous analysis, the previous mesh shown in Figure 5.25 is used. On the
other hand, an O-type inviscid mesh a resolution of 129×65 in the streamwise and normal
directions is used for inviscid analysis, the close-up view of which is shown in Figure 5.43.
Similar to the previous aeroelastic model, ∆τs = 100 is used for the implicit CSD solver,
which is run at every 100 iterations of the CFD solver. For all cases listed in Table 5.11,
the pitching amplitude, ᾱ, is prescribed as 0.001 (deg), and the following initial guesses are
used:
ω̃in = 0.5;

Ṽin = 2.0;

h̄in /(ᾱ c) = 0.75;

φhin − φα = 0

(5.16)

Figure 5.44 shows the flutter boundary results of the One-shot method together with the
experimental data under the flow conditions in Table 5.11. In order to resolve the transonic
dip phenomenon, several additional points are investigated between M∞ = 0.699 and M∞ =
0.748. Note that the values of Re∞ and µ do not vary significantly in this range of Mach
numbers. Therefore, those extra points are predicted by simply taking the values of Re∞
and µ for the M∞ = 0.699 case.
One can see from Figure 5.44 that at Mach numbers lower than 0.699, both viscous
and inviscid One-shot results match experimental data reasonably well. However, significant
Table 5.11: Experimental flow conditions with α0 at 0.83 ± 0.03(deg) for flutter prediction
of the NLR 7301 airfoil [28].
M∞ Re∞ /106
0.551 3.04
0.583 2.55
0.637 2.05
0.679 1.43
0.699 1.07
0.748 1.14
0.763 1.14
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µ
442.3
559.3
762.6
1170.9
1599.3
1624.6
1625.1

Figure 5.43: Close-up view of the O-type inviscid 129×65 mesh around the NLR 7301
airfoil.
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Figure 5.44: Flutter boundary results of the two-DOF aeroelastic model of the NLR 7301
supercritical airfoil.
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discrepancies can be observed at and after the “transonic dip.” Compared to the inviscid
results, the turbulent results indicate a transonic dip at a lower Mach number. Furthermore,
the flutter index increases much more quickly after the dip compared to the inviscid results.
This demonstrates a strong influence of the viscous effects on the flutter boundary. Note
that similar trends have been reported in the literature for the Isogai NACA 64A010 airfoil
aeroelastic model investigated in the previous section [132, 167, 111, 112], as well as the
classical three-dimensional AGARD 445.6 wing test case [170, 97, 77]. Such significant
differences in inviscid and viscous CFD computations are believed to be due to the sensitivity
of the aeroelastic response to the shock location. Even the slightest differences in the
CFD results may result in large differences in the flutter boundary prediction. To test
this hypothesis, the pressure fields for inviscid and viscous runs for a Mach number of
0.73 is investigated. As seen in Figure 5.45, the shock on the suction side of the airfoil is
further downstream for the inviscid solution compared to the viscous solution. The same
can be observed from Figs. 5.46a to 5.46c where there are significant differences in the Cp
distributions on the airfoil surface. It must be noted that the generalized aerodynamic forces,
which are used in the structural dynamics equation, are directly related to the unsteady part
(both real and imaginary) of the surface pressure and such pronounced differences result in
significantly different flutter characteristics for inviscid and viscous computations.
From the above discussion it is concluded that the numerical results of flutter boundary
is affected by the modeling of the unsteady aerodynamic loads, which heavily depend on the
numerical implementations in the CFD solver. This also leads to the significant discrepancies
between numerical results and experimental data at higher Mach numbers in Figure 5.44.
Also note that in this work, a two-dimensional CFD solver is used to model the transonic
flow field, and no wind tunnel wall interface effect is considered to correct the data measured
in experiments of Dietz et al. [28].
To further verify the One-shot approach, flutter conditions are also predicted using
the HB/LCO solver.

As explained earlier, different from the One-shot approach, the

HB/LCO method does not include pseudo-time derivative term in the structural governing
equation, and updates the structural variables η as well as ω̃f and Ṽf using the NewtonRaphson approach [70]. At every iteration, the CFD solver is run for multiple times in
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Figure 5.45: Inviscid and viscous pressure fields at M∞ = 0.73, α0 = 0.83 (deg) of the
NLR 7301 airfoil.
order to construct the Jacobian of the coupled aeroelastic system which is computationally
costly. In addition, the Newton-Raphson approach needs good initial guesses to ensure
convergence, especially when multiple DOF are modeled in the structural governing equation.
Representative viscous flutter results for M∞ = 0.699 and M∞ = 0.748 using these two
methods are tabulated in Table 5.12. It can be seen that the One-shot and HB/LCO solvers,
which are based on the same CFD solver, produce almost identical results. As expected, the
One-shot approach drives both CFD and CSD solvers to convergence simultaneously, which
is also demonstrated in Figure 5.47.
In addition, both values of Ṽf and ω̃f converge in about the same number of iterations as
shown in Figure 5.48. To investigate the computational efficiency of the One-shot approach,
convergence histories of the structural variables are plotted in Figure 5.49. Clearly, the Oneshot solver is approximately four to five times faster than the HB/LCO solver, for which
the residual stagnates around 1.0 × 10−10 . In this plot, the plateau of the residual at the
beginning of the HB/LCO solver is due to multiple runs of the CFD solver that need to
be performed to calculate the terms of the Jacobian matrix for the first Newton-Raphson
iteration. Similarly, the initial plateau for the One-shot solution is due to the fact that the
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Figure 5.46: Computed steady and unsteady surface Cp distributions of the NLR 7301
airfoil at M∞ = 0.73, ᾱ1 = 0.001(deg).

Table 5.12: Comparison of viscous flutter results of the NLR 7301 airfoil at two Mach
numbers, ᾱ = 0.001(deg).

One-shot (M∞ = 0.699)
HB/LCO (M∞ = 0.699)
One-shot (M∞ = 0.748)
HB/LCO (M∞ = 0.748)

ω̃f
Ṽf
h̄/(ᾱc)f
0.1947 3.5929 1.0160
0.1946 3.5933 1.0160
0.09542 7.8735 0.6360
0.09543 7.8722 0.6367
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Figure 5.47: Convergence histories of CFD and CSD solvers for flutter prediction of the
NLR 7301 airfoil, M∞ = 0.699, ᾱ = 0.001(deg).
CFD solver residual is driven down to 1.0 × 10−6 before the aeroelastic iterations are started.

The computational efficiency of the One-shot approach becomes more evident when
compared to a traditional time-accurate method. In the time-accurate solver, the reduced
velocity, Ṽ , is prescribed as an input which is not known a priori for the flutter onset
condition. Therefore, the flutter point has to be determined on a trial-error basis, which
requires multiple runs of the time-accurate solver until the converged amplitude of vibration
is relatively small. For demonstration purposes, the time-accurate solver is run for the viscous
case of M∞ = 0.699 at Ṽ = 3.593. The physical time step, ∆t, is set to 0.05 for both CFD
and CSD solvers. Although not shown here, this value of ∆t provides timestep convergence
for the time-accurate solver [101]. The time history of the pitching oscillation is shown in
Figure 5.50 from which one can see that it converges to a limit cycle with a finite amplitude
of 0.19 (deg) and a corresponding mean AOA, α0 , of 0.765 (deg). These converged values are
associated with an LCO condition that is close to the flutter point. One can also see from
Figure 5.50 that only one run of the time-accurate solver takes approximately thirty to forty
times the CPU time required by the One-shot solver (shown in Figure 5.49). Accordingly,
the computational cost for determining the flutter point by varying the input value of Ṽ
would be more expensive.
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Figure 5.48: Convergence histories of ω̃f and Ṽf for the viscous flutter prediction of the
NLR 7301 airfoil, M∞ = 0.699, ᾱ1 = 0.001(deg).
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Figure 5.49: Computational cost for flutter prediction of the NLR 7301 airfoil using the
One-shot and HB/LCO methods, M∞ = 0.699, ᾱ1 = 0.001(deg).
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Figure 5.50: Time history of pitching displacement in flutter prediction of the NLR 7301
airfoil using a time-accurate method, M∞ = 0.699, Ṽ = 3.593.
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Finally, to demonstrate the robustness of the One-shot method, multiple initial conditions
(listed in Table 5.13) are tested for M∞ = 0.699. It is seen from Figure 5.51 that the Oneshot solver converges at the same rate using different initial conditions. While the HB/LCO
solver implemented in this work did not converge using some of the initial conditions
listed in Table 5.13, the One-shot solver proved to be insensitive to the initial conditions
demonstrating its robustness.
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Table 5.13: Four initial conditions for the viscous flutter case M∞ = 0.699 and ᾱ =
0.001(deg) of the NLR 7301 airfoil.
Initial Conditions
1
2
3
4

ω̃in
0.5
0.333
0.25
0.2

Ṽin
2.0
3.0
4.0
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h̄in /(ᾱc) φhin − φα
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Figure 5.51: Comparison of convergence histories under different initial conditions
(Table 5.13) for flutter prediction of the NLR 7301 airfoil.
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Chapter 6
Aeroelastic Analysis of the AGARD
445.6 Wing1
In this chapter, the aeroelastic responses of the AGARD 445.6 wing [170, 171] in both inviscid
and viscous/turbulent flow regimes are studied. The configuration of the experimental model
is referred to as “weakened model 3,” which is a benchmark case that has been studied
extensively by previous researchers [98, 55, 51, 108, 54, 155, 18, 83, 140, 175, 110, 74,
64]. Specifically, the aeroelastic responses at six different freestream Mach numbers are
investigated, for which the measured values of mass ratio, µ, are reported by [171] and
reproduced here in Table 6.1.
In this work, the C-H type topology is used to discretize the flow field around the wing.
The mesh for inviscid flow consists of 193 nodes in the wrap-around direction and 49 nodes
in the spanwise as well as the normal directions. In the spanwise direction, a total of 25
nodes are located on the wing surface with an additional 24 nodes extending to the far field.
This mesh is also modified for modeling viscous/turbulent flow by doubling nodes in the
normal directions and clustering nodes to the wing surface so that the wall grid size has a
y + value of around 0.2. For the structural part, the first six mode shapes of the weakened
1

This chapter, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in AIAA Journal titled “Aeroelastic
Modeling of the AGARD 445.6 Wing Using the Harmonic-Balance-Based One-Shot Method ” (2019), DOI:
10.2514/1.J058363, and also in an earlier version as AIAA Paper 2019-0607 titled “Aeroelastic Modeling of
a Three-Dimensional Wing Using the Harmonic-Balance-Based One-Shot Method ” (2019). Authors: Hang
Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of these two papers.
Copyrights of both versions are held by Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici.
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Table 6.1: Experimental flow conditions of the AGARD 445.6 wing, “weakened model
3” [171].
M∞
µ
0.499 33.465
0.678 68.753
0.901 143.92
0.960 225.82
1.072 259.59
1.141 182.74

wing configuration calculated by a finite element analysis as provided by Yates [170] are
included in analysis. These mode shapes are mapped to the CFD mesh using a least squares
sixth-order bivariate polynomial fitting approach [70], and the first four modes are shown in
Figure 6.1. Details about the use of the mode shape data are provided in Appendix D. Note
that the experimentally measured modal frequencies for the first four modes are adopted for
the aeroelastic analysis instead of the calculated values which is recommended by Yates [170].
In the aeroelastic governing equation [Eq. (2.9)], the values of modal masses, mr , are set
to one since the mode shapes are already mass-normalized [170]. By using the wing root
chord as the reference length, Lref , the constant in front of the force vector, σ, is set
to

b2 Lref
2V

= 0.16723 to match the wing geometric properties [171]. In what follows, the

aeroelastic response in inviscid flow are studied first using the One-shot method by disabling
the viscous terms in the flow solver, and then the full RANS solver is used to investigate the
viscous effects on the aeroelastic characteristics for this configuration.

6.1

Validation and Verification of the HB-CFD Solver

The HB-CFD solver used in this work is considered first to demonstrate its effectiveness
and accuracy in modeling both steady and unsteady complex transonic flow fields for threedimensional configurations. First, the steady flow around the wing at four Mach numbers
and a zero angle of attack (AOA) are investigated. The distributions of Mach number on
the upper surfaces are plotted side by side with results of Lee-Rausch and Batina [98] in
Figure 6.2. One can see that the regions of supercritical flows and the locations of shocks are
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(a) Mode one (first bending) - 9.6 Hz

(b) Mode two (first torsion) - 38.1 Hz

(c) Mode three (second bending) - 50.7 Hz

(d) Mode four (second torsion) - 98.5 Hz

Figure 6.1: First four calculated mode shapes of the AGARD 445.6 weakened wing
configuration with measured frequencies for weakened model 3 [170, 171].
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in good agreement with the results of Lee-Rausch and Batina [98]. However, the strength
of the shocks predicted using the current CFD solver appears to be somewhat weaker than
those of Lee-Rausch and Batina [98], which is likely due to implementation differences in the
two flow solvers. In the work of Lee-Rausch and Batina [98], an upwind differencing scheme
that can capture shock waves in a single cell was used whereas the Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel
(JST) scheme adapted in this work is known to capture shocks within multiple cells thus
smearing out the shock for course meshes.
Next, for periodic unsteady flows, a harmonic mode convergence study is conducted to
determine the number of harmonic modes needed in the HB-CFD solver to resolve nonlinear
flow characteristics. For this purpose, the wing is assumed to oscillate in the first normal
mode and the resulting unsteady flow field is investigated for a freestream Mach number of
M∞ = 1.072. The reduced frequency, ω̃, is set to 0.1 which is close to the flutter frequency
at this Mach number. The left column of Figure 6.3 shows the results of time-periodic
non-dimensional first modal aerodynamic force normalized by the first model amplitude,
φ̌˜T1 P̃ /q̄1 , for different number of harmonics. Three values of q̄1 are tested, and the largest
value considered, q̄1 = 0.01, is close to an unsteady tip amplitude of one third of the wing
root chord (see Figure 6.4). Similar results for the second normal mode are shown in the
right column of Figure 6.3. The higher normal modes are not investigated here since the
first two modes dominate the aeroelastic vibration [97, 153, 74]. From Figure 6.3, one can
see that for vibrations with very small amplitudes, the unsteady flow is essentially linear
and only one harmonic mode is enough to resolve the periodic flow field. However, when the
amplitude of vibration is large, at least three harmonic modes are required to reach “mode
convergence.” Therefore, only one harmonic mode is retained in the HB-CFD solver for
flutter boundary calculations. On the other hand, for LCO responses with relatively larger
amplitudes, three harmonic modes are used. It should be noted that different from the flow
solver, the structural solver needs only one harmonic due to the use of a mode-shape-based
structural dynamic equation [Eq. (2.7)] with a nonlinear forcing function. The aerodynamic
force modeled by multiple harmonic modes is transferred to the structure solver by extracting
the information of the fundamental mode which inherits the nonlinear properties of higher
harmonic modes, as explained by Ekici and Hall [42].
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of steady Mach number
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of attack. Plots of Lee-Rausch and Batina [98] are reproduced by permission of American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA).
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Figure 7 Comparison of steady-state Mach
contours on the upper surface of Wing 445.6.
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Figure 6.3: Harmonic mode convergence study of the AGARD 445.6 wing at M∞ = 0.960
and ω̃ = 0.1 for different modal amplitudes. Left: first normal mode. Right: second normal
mode.
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Figure 6.4: Displacements of the first normal mode at different sub-time levels using three
harmonics, q̄1 = 0.01.
From Figure 6.2 one can see that the steady transonic flow field about the wing can be
rather complex. The unsteady flow can be even more complicated when the wing undergoes
harmonic vibrations. For demonstration purposes, the instantaneous pressure distribution
on the wing surface for the first mode of vibration at q̄1 = 0.01 is plotted in Figure 6.5. In
this case, three harmonics are used in the HB-CFD solver, and the surface pressure fields
at different sub-time levels of the wing shown in Figure 6.4 are presented. Due to the
torsional motion in this bending-dominated normal mode, the shocks on both upper and
lower wing surfaces periodically appear and disappear, which is the main contribution to the
nonlinearities of the unsteady flow field. Also note that there is a significant change in the
unsteady pressure at the leading edge close to wing tip, where the local value of the angle
of attack varies significantly due to the torsional motion and the plunging-induced-pitching
effect.

6.2

Inviscid Flutter Boundary Prediction

As explained in Section 3.2.2, the One-shot method can capture the flutter boundary by
modeling the LCO problem with a very small amplitude of vibration. For the AGARD
445.6 wing, the amplitude of the first normal mode is prescribed. From Figure 6.3 one
can see that the unsteady flow is linear for q̄1 = 0.0001, which is small enough to resolve
the flutter boundary. Therefore, the value of q̄1 is prescribed to be 0.0001 in the flutter
analysis. In practice, the One-shot solver converges for a wide range of implicit pseudo-time
steps for the structural solver (∆τs ) and for different number of sub-iterations of the CFD
solver. The optimal combination of these two parameters can be determined by numerical
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Figure 6.5: Instantaneous pressure distributions (indicated by “Var: P” in the plots) on
both upper and lower wing surfaces, q̄1 = 0.01.
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experimentation. For the cases considered here, a pseudo-time step of 50.0 for the CSD
solver and 100 sub-iterations for the CFD solver in each aeroelastic iteration are used.
To start, the effect of initial conditions on convergence characteristics is investigated
first. Here the flutter onset at M∞ = 1.072 is considered. This Mach number is close to
the transonic dip [171] point. Following the guidelines presented earlier for setting up initial
conditions, a value of 0.36 is chosen as the initial guess of frequency ratio, which is close to
the experimental results [171]. Based on four sets of initial conditions listed in Table 6.2,
the flutter conditions are computed using the first four normal modes. Figure 6.6 shows
the convergence of the reduced frequency, ω̃f , and the reduced velocity, Ṽf . Starting from
different initial conditions, the values of ω̃f and Ṽf converge quickly even when the initial
guess is significantly different from the converged values, demonstrating the consistency and
robustness of the One-shot method. Next, the convergence history of residuals of initial
condition 3 are plotted in Figure 6.7, from which one can see that all solution variables in
Eq. (3.2) are driven to convergence simultaneously. In this work, the CFD solver residual is
driven down to single precision before the One-shot aeroelastic iteration is started. Also note
that the structural residual plotted in Figure 6.7 is defined as the L-2 norm of the difference
of amplitude ratio, q̄2 /q̄1 , between two successive aeroelastic iterations.
In order to investigate the influence of the number of normal modes retained in the
aeroelastic analysis on the flutter boundary prediction, the One-shot solver is run at six
Mach numbers using different number of normal modes (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and those results
are provided in Figure 6.8 in terms of both reduced velocity and frequency ratio. One
can see that for subsonic Mach numbers, two to three normal modes appear to be enough.
However, at least four normal modes are needed to reach modal convergence for the two
supersonic cases. Similar convergence characteristics can also be observed for flutter results
at M∞ = 1.072 tabulated in Table 6.3. As can be seen, the results converge rapidly when
four or more normal modes are retained. In addition, the sixth normal mode, which involves
primarily an edgewise motion and has a natural frequency about 15 times larger than that
of the first mode [170], has a negligible contribution to flutter. Therefore, for the rest of this
chapter, four normal modes are included to model flutter and LCO.
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Table 6.2: Four initial conditions for the flutter case M∞ = 1.072 and µ = 259.59 of the
AGARD 445.6 wing with (ω/ωα )in = 0.36.
Initial Conditions
1
2
3
4

ω̃in Ṽin
(q̄2 )in
0.02 1.1172 2.5197E-05
0.05 0.4469 2.5197E-05
0.10 0.2234 2.5197E-05
0.15 0.1490 2.5197E-05
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Figure 6.6: Convergence of reduced frequency and velocity under different initial conditions
for flutter analysis of the AGARD 445.6 wing (Table 6.2).
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Figure 6.7: Convergence history of the AGARD 445.6 wing flutter case of M∞ = 1.072
with initial condition 3 in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.8: Normal modes convergence study for predicting the flutter boundary of the
AGARD 445.6 wing in inviscid flow.

Table 6.3: Results of flutter onset condition of the AGARD 445.6 wing at M∞ = 1.072.

Ṽf
ωf /ωα
q̄1 /q̄1
φ1
q̄2 /q̄1
φ2
q̄3 /q̄1
φ3
q̄4 /q̄1
φ4
q̄5 /q̄1
φ5
q̄6 /q̄1
φ6

Number of normal modes used in the One-shot solver
2
3
4
5
6
0.37196 0.39526 0.41701
0.42160
0.42161
0.45573 0.48182 0.50946
0.51549
0.51549
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.077224 0.090046 0.095029 0.097743 0.097744
3.05440 3.05151 3.06055
3.05860
3.05860
0.010839 0.010254 0.010113 0.010113
2.89639 2.89749
2.90057
2.90057
0.0071390 0.0076124 0.0076124
-0.17822 -0.17516 -0.17516
0.0032962 0.0032962
-0.079311 -0.079311
0.0000024936
2.94737
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Flutter
determinant
0.37344
0.45805
1.0
0.0
0.077886
3.05458
-

HB/LCO
0.37232
0.45618
1.0
0.0
0.077320
3.05388
-

For all the One-shot cases presented in Table 6.3, the convergence history of structural
residuals, in terms of both aeroelastic iteration number and CPU time, are plotted together
in Figure 6.9.

One can see that the computational cost is nearly independent of the

number of normal modes included in analysis. This is one of the biggest advantages of the
present technique compared to classical mode-shape-based flutter determination methods
that require multiple unsteady CFD solutions for each mode considered in the analysis.
Clearly, the computational cost is the same when 4 or more normal modes are retained. For
two and three mode solutions, the aeroelastic convergence rate is slightly higher due to a
faster convergence rate of the CFD solver. However, per iteration, the computational cost
is the same for all runs. Overall, the cost of the One-shot method is nearly independent of
the number of normal modes used in the analysis, making the One-shot method much more
efficient compared to traditional flutter solution approaches that require converged CFD
solutions for each normal mode retained in the analysis.
For further verification of these results, two other aeroelastic solvers based on the
traditional flutter determinant method [74] and the HB/LCO method, respectively, are
developed using the same flow solver. The flutter determinant method sweeps over possible
values of reduced frequency, and for each case, the flutter determinant is computed together
with the value of the reduced velocity. The flutter point is identified when the imaginary part
of reduced velocity becomes zero (or nearly so). An example of this method for M∞ = 1.072
is shown in Figure 6.10. The results of this case obtained from both the flutter determinant
and the HB/LCO solvers using two normal modes are also tabulated in Table 6.3 which
show a good agreement with the results from the One-shot method using the same number
of normal modes. Note that the flutter determinant method requires multiple runs of the
flow solver to approximate the aerodynamic transfer matrix [156, 74] provided that the range
of reduced frequency that includes the solution is known in advance. Similarly, the HB/LCO
solver also needs multiple runs of flow solver to determine the Jacobian matrix used in the
Newton-Raphson iteration, even though the method is able to update frequency as a part
of the aeroelastic solution. As a result, the computational cost of both above-mentioned
methods scale linearly with the number of normal modes retained in analysis. All of those
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of computational cost for flutter prediction of the AGARD 445.6
wing using different number of normal modes.
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drawbacks make those traditional flutter methods somewhat inefficient. In contrast, the Oneshot method converges both fluid and structure variables in a single run, which improves the
efficiency of flutter analysis significantly. To demonstrate this, a comparison of the One-shot
method to the HB/LCO method in terms of structural residual histories of flutter analysis
is provided in Figure 6.11. For those results, the third initial condition in Table 6.2 is used
in both solvers. Clearly, the One-shot solver is approximately three times faster than the
HB/LCO solver, for which the residual stagnates around 1.0 × 10−8 . It is expected that the
advantage of the One-shot approach would be even more prominent if more normal modes
were included in analysis.
Finally, the flutter boundary results of the One-shot method are compared with the
experimental data [171] as well as other computational results reported in the literature [98,
153, 74] in Figure 6.12. One can see that the One-shot method successfully resolves the
transonic dip phenomenon, and the results have a good overall agreement with those of LeeRausch and Batina [98]. At Mach numbers before the transonic dip (around M∞ = 0.960),
the reduced flutter velocities are under-predicted by the One-shot method, but they agree
well with the flutter determinant results of Howison et al. [74]. The One-shot results of flutter
frequency ratios are close to those of Thomas et al. [153] and Lee-Rausch and Batina [98],
except for the two supersonic cases. For most of the One-shot results, significant discrepancies
can be observed compared to the experimental data. Those differences are believed to be due
to the numerical modeling of the complex unsteady nonlinear flow fields in transonic regimes,
in which the integrated modal aerodynamic forces are very sensitive to the numerical scheme
and small changes in the structure displacements. As such, small variations of modal forces
would in turn lead to significantly different flutter boundary results.

6.3

Inviscid LCO Responses

In addition to modeling the linear flutter boundary, the One-shot method can also be used
to predict the characteristics of nonlinear LCO response with large amplitudes of vibration.
As mentioned earlier, three harmonic modes are retained in the HB-CFD solver to resolve
the nonlinear behavior in unsteady flow fields, and the first four structural normal modes
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of inviscid flutter boundary results of the AGARD 445.6 wing.
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are included to model the vibration of the wing. At each Mach number, the value of mass
ratio at the flutter condition is used, which is assumed to be constant for all LCO cases of
different amplitudes. By prescribing different values of amplitude of the first normal mode,
the LCO response of the AGARD 445.6 wing at four Mach numbers are predicted and are
plotted in Figure 6.13. One can see that for all four Mach numbers, the LCO curves indicate
an unstable LCO response (bending to the left) [37, 156, 102, 101]. This means LCO may
occur at a value of reduced velocity below the linear flutter boundary. Also plotted are
the LCO results of Thomas et al. [153] at the same Mach numbers obtained using their
HB/LCO method, which also show similar explosive-type LCO response. The LCO results
of One-shot method match those of Thomas et al. [153] reasonably well, with the One-shot
solver predicting relatively stronger unstable LCO branches. However, there are apparent
discrepancies of reduced velocity values for all amplitude cases, which are probably due to
minute differences in the flow solvers as well as different number of harmonic modes retained
for the flow and structural computations.
As discussed in the previous section, the One-shot solver can be run by taking the
reduced velocity instead of the modal amplitude as an independent variable. However,
for the transonic 2-DOF pitch-plunge NLR 7301 airfoil case studied in a previous work [101]
that demonstrated an explosive LCO pattern, prescribing reduced velocity failed to capture
the unstable LCO branch although the stable LCO conditions were well resolved.

A

similar scenario is observed in this work for the AGARD 445.6 wing at M∞ = 0.960.
For this Mach number, the One-shot solver is run by prescribing the converged LCO
reduced velocities in Figure 6.13, and results are plotted in Figure 6.14. One can see
that the LCO conditions originally on the stable LCO branch (right-bending) are recovered
by prescribing corresponding reduced velocities in the One-shot solver. However, for the
LCO conditions that are located on the unstable LCO branch (left-bending), the One-shot
solver only converges to the points on the stable branch. This shows another advantage of
prescribing amplitude in the One-shot solver which is capable of capturing the unstable LCO
characteristics.
Figure 6.15 shows the convergence histories of the One-shot solver using different inputs
to predict the LCO condition at q̄1 = 0.01. For this case, the two operational modes converge
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Figure 6.15: Convergence history of the One-shot solver for LCO prediction of the AGARD
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within a reasonable number of aeroelastic iterations, although more iterations are needed to
reach the same convergence level when the reduced velocity is prescribed.

6.4

Viscous Effects on the Aeroelastic Characteristics

Having demonstrated the effectiveness and efficiency of the One-shot method for flow
fields modeled by the Euler equations, it’s now time to shift focus on viscous effects,
which can potentially have significant influence on the aeroelastic results, especially in
transonic/supersonic flow regimes where complex flow conditions such as shock-boundary
layer interactions may occur [97, 152, 156]. In this work, the viscous flutter conditions are
investigated at M∞ = 0.960 and M∞ = 1.141 with corresponding Reynolds numbers of
Re∞ = 6.44 × 105 and Re∞ = 8.6 × 105 , respectively [152, 54].
The effect of viscosity on the flow field for this particular case can be observed in
Figure 6.16, in which the viscous steady pressure distributions on the upper wing surface at
two Mach numbers and zero angle of attack are compare with inviscid counterparts. One
can see that the viscous effect mitigates the pressure gradients on the wing surface, which
is apparent for the M∞ = 1.141 case in which the strong shock predicted by the inviscid
simulation is smeared out in viscous flow. This implies that the presence of viscosity would
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(a) M∞ = 0.960, inviscid (b) M∞ = 0.960, viscous

(c) M∞ = 1.141, inviscid (d) M∞ = 1.141, viscous

Figure 6.16: Comparison of inviscid and viscous steady pressure distributions (indicated
by “Var: P” in the plots) on upper wing surfaces at two freestream Mach numbers and zero
angle of attack.
cause more changes in the aeroelastic results at M∞ = 1.141 than that at M∞ = 0.960. A
similar effect was also reported by Lee-Rausch and Batina [97].
For the viscous flutter analysis, the One-shot solver uses the same inititalization as in
the inviscid analysis presented in the previous section. The first four normal modes are
included in the structural solver, and the CFD solver is run by retaining only one harmonic
with the prescribed amplitude of the first normal mode of q̄1 = 0.0001. The results are
plotted in Figure 6.17, which show good agreement with the results of Lee-Rausch and
Batina [97]. Compared with the inviscid flutter results, the viscous effects result in lower
values of reduced flutter velocity and frequency ratio at supersonic speeds. The amplitude
and phase of each normal mode are tabulated in Table 6.4. One can see that the modal
amplitudes show a similar trend for both inviscid and viscous runs. The convergence history
of the M∞ = 0.960 case is given in Figure 6.18. Although the overall convergence rate
is lower than the inviscid case (for apparent slow downs associated with viscous runs in
general), both fluid and structural solvers as well as reduced frequency and velocity are
driven to convergence simultaneously as expected.
Next, the convergence histories of the reduced velocity for different number of normal
modes at M∞ = 0.960 are compared in Figure 6.19. As can be seen, at least three normal
modes are needed to resolve the flutter condition in viscous flow. The comparison of the
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of inviscid and viscous flutter boundary results of the AGARD
445.6 wing, q̄1 = 0.0001.

Table 6.4: Comparison of inviscid and viscous flutter onset conditions of the AGARD 445.6
wing at two Mach numbers, q̄1 = 0.0001.

q̄1 /q̄1
φ1
q̄2 /q̄1
φ2
q̄3 /q̄1
φ3
q̄4 /q̄1
φ4

M∞ = 0.960
Inviscid
Viscous
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
6.01093E-02 9.34311E-02
2.89522
2.98063
1.07396E-03 7.15311E-03
2.81376
3.09826
1.00075E-03 7.81707E-04
0.95504
1.17441
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Figure 6.18: Convergence history of the viscous flutter prediction of the AGARD 445.6
wing at M∞ = 0.960.
residual convergence history also demonstrates the independence of the performance of the
One-shot method on the number of normal modes included in analysis.
Note that both inviscid and viscous flutter results presented above are obtained using q̄1 =
0.0001. Thomas et al. [152], however, reported that this value may be too large for viscous
cases to capture the flutter onset point. To ensure that the prescribed amplitude used in this
work is small enough, the flutter condition at M∞ = 1.141 is determined repeatedly with
continuously smaller value of the prescribed q̄1 , and the results are presented in Figure 6.20.
One can see that the LCO behavior is almost linear at those small amplitudes, indicating
that q¯1 = 0.0001 is indeed small enough for both inviscid and viscous cases in capturing the
flutter onset point.
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Figure 6.19: Normal modes convergence and dependence studies in predicting the viscous
flutter condition of the AGARD 445.6 wing at M∞ = 0.960.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1

Summary

In this work, the One-shot method, a highly efficient and robust dynamic aeroelastic solution
approach, is developed based on the state-of-art harmonic balance (HB) technique. The
code coupling approach of this proposed method is established. The two operation modes of
the One-shot method, prescribing either flow field variables (such as velocity) or structure
variables (such as amplitude of vibration), are discussed in detail, and important numerical
treatments such as correcting the phase or the amplitude ratio are emphasized. In addition,
the methods for updating frequency and/or velocity using a separate optimization procedure
are presented. The capacity of the aeroelastic analysis of this novel approach has been
verified by predicting flutter boundaries and different type of limit-cycle-oscillation (LCO)
responses for a series of benchmark aeroelastic cases, ranging from single degree-of-freedom
(DOF) to multiple DOF systems, from low speed laminar flow regime to transonic/supersonic
viscous/turbulent flow regimes and from streamlined body to blunt body (vortex-induced
vibration) problems. The One-shot results of those models have been verified against other
established methods, such as a traditional time-accurate method, the HB/LCO method and
another traditional flutter determinant method, demonstrating a prominent tool for solving
dynamic aeroelastic problems. Throughout all case studies, the following advantages of the
One-shot method have been observed:
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1. The One-shot method computes all the variables of both fluid and structure fields,
including the frequency that is updated by a frequency search procedure, simultaneously in one run of the solver. This ensures the well-posedness, and eliminates the
need for sweeping over aeroelastic parameters and approximating derivatives which
are needed in traditional frequency domain approaches. This reduces the overall cost
of the aeroelastic analysis significantly;
2. One of the most prominent advantages of the One-shot method is that the computational cost does not depend on the number of structural normal modes retained in
analysis. This means that one can include as many normal modes as necessary to
accurately predict the aeroelastic response without losing computational efficiency;
3. Another advantage comes from the HB formulation of the fluid and structure solvers
which are coupled in pseudo-time. By doing this, the two fields (fluid and structure)
do not need to be synchronized in physical time, which means each solver can be run
using different (and optimal) number of harmonics and pseudo-time step sizes as well
as different time-integration schemes to attain the best overall numerical performance.
In addition, the two solvers are driven to convergence simultaneously, which eliminates
the need for sweeping over flutter/LCO parameters;
4. Last but not least, the ability to use the vibration amplitude (instead of the reduced
velocity) as an independent variable enables the One-shot method to predict the flutter
boundary and to resolve unstable LCO branches associated with explosive-type LCO
response.

7.2

Future Work

As a proved highly efficient and robust fluid-structure dynamics coupling approach, the
application and capacity of the One-shot method can be extended to more complex
aeroelastic systems with the aim of exploiting the full potential of this novel algorithm.
These include:
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1. Aeroelastic problems involving structural nonlinearities such as dry friction, softening
and hardening spring effects, freeplay [37, 32, 25] and high flexibility (geometrical
nonlinearities) [127, 126, 144].
2. Flutter of rotors including wind turbine blades [74] and propellers [72, 136, 19] in open
flow (whirl flutter), and compressors and turbines used in gas turbine engines [58];
3. Aeroservoelasticity with control inputs [123, 160];
4. Aerothermoelasticity such as fluid-structure interactions at high speed when the
thermal effects come into play [117, 46, 79];
5. Acoustoelasticity in which the structural dynamics interact with sound fields [33].
In addition, some other challenging aeroelastic phenomena have been arising concern at the
forefront of research in recent years, such as the non-synchronized vibration (NSV) emerging
from the development of turbomachinery. In this kind of aeroelastic problem, the flow and
structure fields may undergo oscillations of multiple frequencies [40, 41]. How to improve
the current One-shot method to be able to address those “non-lock-in” type of vibrations is
of great interest.
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Copyright is held by Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici.
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included,
purposes

B

Stabilization of Second-Order Harmonic Balance
Equations3

B.1

Stability Analysis

For the stability analysis, a linear, homogeneous, second-order ODE is considered:
mẍ + ζ ẋ + kx = 0

(1)

Similar to the structural governing equation [Eq. (2.22)], the above equation is converted
into the HB form with N harmonic modes and a pseudo-time derivative term is added so
that
∂x∗
+ m ω 2 D 2 x∗ + ζ ωDx∗ + kx∗ = 0
∂τ

(2)

where




x
 1 
. 

x∗ =  .. 


x2N +1
As explained by Custer [23], the stability condition of each mode in the above HB equation
should be investigated individually. Note that the pseudo-spectral matrix, D, which is
constant for a certain number of harmonic modes, is circulant and can be decomposed as:
D = Λ L Λ−1
3

(3)

This appendix, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in AIAA Paper 2018-3644 titled
“Modeling Limit Cycle Oscillations Using a Second-Order Pseudo-Spectral Harmonic Balance Approach”
(2018). Authors: Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and
author of this paper. Copyright is held by Hang Li and Kivanc Ekici.
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where the columns of Λ are the eigenvectors of D, and L is diagonal matrix containing the
eigenvalues of D as given below:

−N


..
.



L=j
0


...





N












Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2), and premultiplying the resultant equation by Λ−1 , one
gets
∂(Λ−1 x∗ )
+ m ω 2 L2 (Λ−1 x∗ ) + ζ ωL(Λ−1 x∗ ) + k(Λ−1 x∗ ) = 0
∂τ

(4)

Note that the above equation is decoupled. Therefore, the stability condition is determined
by analyzing one of the scalar equations given by
∂q
− m n2 ω 2 q + j ζ n ω q + kq = 0,
∂τ

n ∈ [−N, N ]

(5)

in which q is one element of vector Λ−1 x∗ . In pseudo time τ , a harmonic wave is given by
q = q̄e−j ω̊τ

(6)

and can be substituted into Eq. (5) resulting in
ω̊ = ζ n ω + j (m n2 ω 2 − k),

n ∈ [−N, N ]

To ensure the stability of any mode, the imaginary part of the fundamental frequency in
pseudo-time should be less than or equal to zero:
=(ω̊) = m n2 ω 2 − k ≤ 0
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which requires
r
|n ω| ≤

k
(natural frequency),
m

n ∈ [−N, N ]

(7)

Equation (7) shows that the stability condition is defined by the mass m and the stiffness k,
and not by the damping coefficient ζ. For stability, the value of the fundamental frequency
multiplied by the number of harmonics retained in the model should not be larger than the
natural frequency of the system. In practice, this condition is usually not satisfied, especially
when multiple harmonic modes are used.

B.2

Stabilization Using the Pseudo-Spectral Matrix

A stabilization method, called D-Preconditioning is proposed based on the property of the
pseudo-spectral matrix D [Eq. (3)] that is used to decouple the HB-based governing equation.
Note that the diagonal matrix L in Eq. (3) has purely imaginary elements. In the stability
analysis presented above, although imaginary part of the frequency results in terms of mass
m and stiffness k, it originally comes from the HB term with an odd exponent of matrix
D, i.e., the damping term. Therefore, it is possible to change the definition of the stability
condition [Eq. (7)] by modifying the exponents of matrix D in the governing equation. This
can be done by preconditioning the entire HB-based equation by the matrix D.
For demonstration purpose, the HB-formed equation of Eq. (1) is preconditioned by D
and then augmented by a pseudo-time derivative term so that
∂x∗
+ Dm ω 2 D 2 x∗ + Dζ ωDx∗ + Dkx∗ = 0
∂τ

(8)

Following the same procedure in the stability analysis, the above equation can be decoupled
into a group of scalar equations given by
∂q
+ j (k n − m n3 ω 2 ) q − ζ n2 ω q = 0,
∂τ
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n ∈ [−N, N ]

Finally, the frequency, ω̊ is given by
ω̊ = k n − m n3 ω 2 + j ζ n2 ω,

n ∈ [−N, N ]

For a stable equation, the imaginary part should be non-positive, which is
=(ω̊) = ζ n2 ω ≤ 0,

n ∈ [−N, N ]

(9)

Equation (9) demonstrates that by preconditioning the original HB-based equation by matrix
D, the stability condition now depends on the damping coefficient ζ instead of the mass
m and stiffness k. Thus the boundary of stability will not be restricted by the value of
natural frequency of the dynamic system. Note that the value of ζ in Eq. (9) should be
negative in order to have a stable equation. In practice, the structural damping coefficient
is usually positive. In this case, the equation can be preconditioned by [−D] to ensure
stability. In cases without damping, the above preconditioning technique makes the HBbased equation neutrally stable, which is still solvable using a stable numerical scheme. It is
worth mentioning that in the preconditioned equation (8), the precondition matrix is applied
to the residuals of the equation. Another feasible approach is to precondition the pseudotime derivative term, ∂x∗ /∂τ , by the same matrix D, which would result in a similar stable
condition.
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C

Implemented Aeroelastic Methods for Verification

In order to verify the proposed One-shot approach, three established dynamic aeroelastic
methods in the literature, including a second-order loosely-coupled time-accurate method
of Geuzaine et al. [49, 50], the harmonic-balance-based HB/LCO method of Thomas et
al. [154, 156] and a traditional frequency domain flutter determinant method [138, 47], are
implemented in this work based on the in-house CFD solver. These methods are briefly
outlined in what follows.

C.1

A Second-Order Loosely-Coupled Time-Accurate Method

This time-accurate method is developed based on the conventional serial staggered (CSS)
algorithm depicted in Figure 3.3, which is augmented by a predictor-corrector scheme that
is proven to raise the time accuracy up to second-order [50]. This improvement is important
because the time-accurate solution may vary significantly with different initial conditions
when the scheme has only first-order accuracy in time, making the solution questionable.
The term “loosely-coupled” herein means that there is no exchange of variables through the
fluid-structure interface within the inner-iterations of either the fluid or the structural solver
(refer to step 4 or 2 in Figure 3.3, respectively).
In order to couple the flow and structure fields in physical time, a dual-timestepping
scheme originally proposed by Jameson [88] is used to convert the steady flow solver into a
time-accurate solver. Note that the CFD governing equations [Eq. (2.11)] are written for the
moving grid in which the grid velocities are included in flux vectors. The time derivative term
is discretized simply by second-order backward difference, and solution at each physical time
step is driven to convergence by inner-iterations in pseudo-time. It must be mentioned that
the original multi-stage Runge-Kutta time integration of Jameson et al. [90] implemented in
our in-house CFD solver can become unstable when used in the dual-time step scheme. In
this work, the stabilization approach of Hsu [78] is adopted which significantly improves the
robustness of the time-accurate solver.
On the other hand, the equation of structural dynamics [Eq. (2.9)] can be solved by
marching in physical time using the popular implicit Newmark scheme [122, 10, 107], which
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reduces to the mid-point rule for the linear equation. For completeness, Eq. (2.9) is repeated
here by
θ 00 +

1
Aθ + σ = 0
Ṽ 2

(10)

The mid-point rule is applied to above dynamic equation through
θ

n+1

n+1

(θ 0 )

n+1

(θ 00 )


∆t  0 n
0 n+1
(θ ) + (θ )
=θ +
2

∆t  00 n
0 n
00 n+1
= (θ ) +
(θ ) + (θ )
2
1
= − Aθ n+1 − σ n+1
Ṽ 2
n

in which ∆t is the physical time step. The above integration can be rearranged into a linear
equation given by


I


 0

1
A
Ṽ 2

− ∆t
2
I
0

0




∆t 
−2

I

n+1

θ
 
 0
θ 
 
θ 00



n

n
∆t
(θ 0 )
2



θ +


 0 n ∆t 00 n 
= (θ ) + 2 (θ ) 


−σ n+1

(11)

in which the right-hand side vector contains aerodynamic force term, σ, which is unknown
for the new time instance n + 1. One possible remedy is to predict the value of the unknown
force σ n+1 . For this purpose, Piperno and Farhat [130] proposed the use of the following
structure to predict the structural displacement at new time instance:


n
0 n
0 n
0 n−1
θ n+1
=
θ
+
α
∆t(θ
)
+
α
∆t
(θ
)
−
(θ
)
0
1
p

(12)

where α0 = 1.0 and α1 = 0.5 for a second-order time-accurate prediction. The CFD mesh
is updated to comply with the newly-predicted displacement by adopting the approach used
for updating the unsteady mesh of the HB-CFD solver (Section 3.2). Following this, the
predicted aerodynamic force, σ n+1
, is calculated. Many choices for correcting this predicted
p
force were also proposed by Piperno and Farhat [130]. In this work, the force term σ n+1 in
Eq. 11 simply takes the predicted value as it is, based on which the structure variables are
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updated. In this sense, Eq. 11 serves as the corrector for the structure variables at new time
instance n + 1 following the prediction by Eq. 12. To ensure second-order accuracy in time,
the grid velocities in the fluid governing equations are approximated using a second-order
central difference approach. In the cases studied in this work, a non-dimensional timestep
size of 0.05 is found to provide timestep convergence.

C.2

The HB/LCO Method

In this method, the amplitude of the structural vibration is assumed to be small, and the
aeroelastic governing equation [Eq. (2.9)] is approximated using a single harmonic [154], that
is, q = q̄ejωt . Substituting this relationship into Eq. (2.9) converts the governing equation
into frequency domain, which is written as
−(ω)2 θ̄ +



q̄1
 
.
θ̄ =  ..  ;
 
q̄R

1
Aθ̄ + σ̄ = 0
V2

(13)




f¯1

b2 Lref 
 .. 
σ̄ = −
 . ;
2µV  
f¯R

ϕT P
f¯r = r ,
mr

r ∈ [1, R]

Assuming that the amplitude and phase of the first normal mode, q̄1 , are prescribed as
inputs, Eq. (13) can be divided by q̄1 so that q̄1 can be used as an independent variable. The
resultant equation is then separated into real and imaginary parts, which can be written in
shorthand form as


<{Γ(φ)}
=0
Γ(φ) = 
={Γ(φ)}
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in which φ is the solution vector is given by




<{q̄2 /q̄1 }


..




.




<{q̄R /q̄1 }




 ={q̄2 /q̄1 } 


φ=

..


.




={q̄R /q̄1 }






ω


V
It was shown that the flutter onset condition serves as a good initial guess to predict the
LCO condition at the prescribed modal amplitude [154, 156], and the solution vector φ can
be efficiently solved for using the Newton-Raphson approach [70]:
n+1

φ

∂Γ(φn )
=φ −
∂φ
n



−1

Γ(φn )

where the Jacobian matrix is approximated using finite difference, which needs multiple runs
of HB-CFD solver. Therefore, the computational cost of the HB/LCO method scales linearly
with the number of normal modes included in analysis. Also note that other variables, such
as velocity, V , can also be used as the independent variable instead of the amplitude of
normal modes.

C.3

Flutter Determinant Method

Considering a linear aerodynamic response, the modal force vector, σ̄, in Eq. (13) can be
expressed by
σ̄ = G θ̄
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(14)

in which G is the aerodynamic transfer matrix given by


∂ f¯1
 ∂ q̄1

∂ f¯1
∂ q̄2

∂ f¯R
∂ q̄1

∂ f¯R
∂ q̄2

b2 Lref  ..
G=−
 .
2µV 

...

..
.

...



∂ f¯1
∂ q̄R 

.. 
. 


(15)

∂ f¯R
∂ q̄R

One advantage of the HB-CFD solver is that it is convenient to calculate the Jacobian terms
in each column of G by prescribing a small amplitude value for the corresponding normal
mode. Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (2.9), the aeroelastic analysis becomes an eigenvalue
problem given as



1
−(ω) I + 2 A + G θ̄ = 0
V
2

(16)

The condition for a non-trivial solution of θ̄ is that the determinant of the matrix in above
equation must be zero. That is
−(ω)2 I +

1
A+G =0
V2

(17)

At this flutter condition, the value of frequency, ω, and velocity, V , are purely real. One
possible approach to solve this problem begins with solving the G over a pre-selected range
of frequencies. The reduced velocity, V , is then determined by the above equation. The
frequency value that results in the pure real value of V turns out to be the flutter solution.
Since the selected frequency values are discrete, an interpolation method is usually needed
to determine the flutter point accurately. An alternative to the interpolation was proposed
by Thomas et al. [154, 156] in which the solution from the above sweep procedure that was
closest to the flutter condition (approximated solution) was input as the initial condition
into the HB/LCO solver, and the refined (accurate) flutter solution was obtained when the
solver converged.
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D

Mapping the Mode Shape Data of the AGARD
445.6 Wing in the Experiment Report

When the normal modes-based structural dynamic equations are adopted in the analysis, it
is convenient to have the original mode shape data mass-normalized so that the modal mass
matrix turns out to be identity [95, 10, 83, 74]. For the AGARD 445.6 wing, one option is to
directly use the mode shape data provided in the report of Yates [170]. However, the units of
those data are not consistent with the other parameters used in the report, such as the mass
of wing model. In addition, those mode shapes need to be mapped to the computational
grid to be able to use in the aeroelastic analysis. The following sections deal with these two
problems, respectively.

D.1

Unit Conversion

In this work, the structural dynamic equations are transformed into a non-dimensional
form. In the process of nondimensionalization in Section 2.1, the modal coordinates, q̌r , are
assumed to have the dimension of length so that the mode shapes, ϕ̌r , can be treated as nondimensional quantities [Eq. (2.8)]. Yates [170] said in his report (in the second paragraph of
the third page) that “the modal deflections have been normalized to yield a generalized-mass
matrix that is the identity matrix, and if the modal deflections are regarded as dimensionless,
these generalized masses are in units of lbf sec2 in−1 ,” which turns out to be “12 slug”. The
panel mass of the “weakened model 3” model is 0.12764 slugs [171]. Therefore, the value
of wing mass, m0 , used to nondimensionalize the modal mass in Eq. (2.8) is set to be
“0.12764/12” to match the mass unit of “12 slugs” if the mode shapes in the report are
used without modification. Note that this approach is one of multiple alternatives to use the
mode shape data in a non-dimensional fashion. Other approaches are feasible as long as the
dimensions of the original structural dynamic equations are kept consistent.
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D.2

Least Squares High-Order Bivariate Polynomial Fitting

The wing model is thin enough (having the NACA 65A004 sections in the streamwise
direction) to be properly treated as a two-dimensional flat plate. Therefore, the mode
shapes are represented by Cartesian displacements, (dx, dy, dz), of each node, (x, y), of
two-dimensional finite element model. The least squares polynomial fitting procedure [70] is
repeated to fit the displacements in each Cartesian coordinate over the same two-dimensional
domain. Take the fitting of displacements in x− direction as an example. The n-th order
polynomial approximation over m finite element nodes is given by

dxl =

n
X

λi,j xil ylj ,

l ∈ [1, m]

(18)

i,j=0

Then, the sum of the squares of the deviations is calculated by:
n
m
X
X
(dxl −
λi,j xil ylj )2
S(λ) =

(19)

i,j=0

l=1

The function S(λ) is a minimum when
m
n
X
X
∂S
=
2(dxl −
λi,j xil ylj )(−xpl ylq ) = 0,
∂λp,q
i,j=0
l=1

∀ p, q ∈ [0, n]

(20)

Dividing above equations by two and rearranging yields the normal equations:
n
X
i,j=0

λi,j

m
X
l=1

j+q
xi+p
=
l yl

m
X

dxl xpl ylq ,

∀ p, q ∈ [0, n]

(21)

l=1

The above equations constitute a linear system represented by
J λ = dx

(22)

in which the Jacobian matrix, J , is a constant for a certain problem since it depends only on
the coordinates of the nodes. The vector of polynomial coefficients, λ, can be solved using
a linear system solver. Once the values of coefficients in λ are known, the displacement in
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the x-direction on the wing surface grid can be readily calculated using Eq. (18). Due to
the two-dimensional assumption of the wing panel, the CFD grid points on both upper and
lower surfaces of the wing that share the same x − y coordinates are subject to the same
displacement. The mapping of displacements in other directions are done in a similar way.
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